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SECTION I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Over the past five years, the Center for the Study of Writing has engaged in an ambitious

program of research aimed at understanding how written language is acquired and how it can best

be taught. Center research has focused on how writers make major transitionsfrom home to

school in the early years, from elementary to secondary school, from secondary school to the

university or the workplace, and from the university to the workplace. Across all the research

projects, we have paid special attention to diverse populations of learners, including not just those

from the middle-class mainstream but also students fro,n low-income families and from varied

racial and ethnic groups.

KEY FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS F OR PRACTICE

Center research has addressed a number of pressing national educational problems. The

following is a summary of the Center's major findings related to each problem arta and their

implications for practice.

1. Learning to write in school. Children begin school with rich resources for literacy

learning, but many students begin falling behind early on, with minorities from low-income areas

overrepresented in the lower-achieving groups. The gaps between higher- and lower-achieving

students widen each year, the result being that we fail to prepare much of our population to help us

meet society's needs. As a Center, first on our agenda has been to understand how schools can

begin to narrow gaps in achievemerr and thereby promote high literacy levels for all students.

Overall, the Center's studies of diverse populations of learners has led us to broaden the ways we

look at how children learn and how teachers might teach. If classrooms are not opened up to

include and make use of the students' varied resources, we have no hope of closing the gaps we

now contintt to create. We have found the following:

Diverse populations of students learn in varied ways and need to be in
classrooms that support their ways of literacy learning. Students bring varied
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resources to literacy learning, In the early years, teachers must interweave the use of all the

symbolic arts, connecting the liveliness of children's use of drawing, talk, and play with the more

complex tool of written language. They need to create a rich diversity of experiences for children,

including opportunities for exploratory play with written language, sociodramatic play, oral

storytelling, ae :he use of the graphic arts. Then teachers need to observe their students engaging

in these experiences, in order to discover the texture of varied children's resources and then to help

children make connections among their varied symbolic experiences.

Teachers must provide writers with cipportunities for peer talk and, more

broadly, for allowing the interplay of their academic and social lives. As writers'

social lives enter the classroom, their social world can be used to support their academic growth.

Also, across grade levels the classroom community can be built to be a comfortable plzw where

academic work becomes meaningful.

Students should not be tracked into ability groups. Generally, lower tracks focus on

drill and practice, with w:iting even at the secondary level generally consisting of only individual

sentences or perhaps a paragraph. Students in these low tracks have no access to the kinds of

instruction that will help them become highly literate, and as studies crwmparhig mixed ability

classes in England with low-tracked U.S. classes show, across time trackhig takes a major toll.

Across the school years, teachers' expectati Ins must remain high for all students, with teachers

and schools taking the responsibility for teaching them all. Students' chances to learn will be

increased if they are in mixed-ability classrooms.

Shifts to mixed-ability classrooms will demand a radical reorganization of

instruction. To benefit all students, teachen will need first to create classroom communities

when students are comfortab e with one another and where all have a voice. They will need to

negotiate with the students about how best to do this. Then they will need to structure the

classroom so that all students have access to the materials being studied. For example, while some

students may be able to read a book alone, others may need to be read to. Finally, tc be sure that

students are always motivated to do the work, students and teachers will have to plan the
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curriculum jointly, negotiating for example the kinds of writing varied students will do. However,

teachers must be certain that students practice varied ldnds of writing. Teaching and learning need

to be a negotiated process, with teachers and students sharing responsibility for smdents' learning.

Comparisons of literacy instruction in England and the United States show that

we could require much more writing of secondary school students in this country,

even those students not designated as especially able. Even middle school students

could be engaged in lengthy and extended projects which they could complete across weeks or

months.

The comparisons also show that teachers could attend to the needs of their

varied students and nurture their language and literacy development more easily if

they taught them for longer than a single year. In British schools. teachers normally

keep the same group of students for at least two yaws and often for as long as five years. U.S.

teachers have shown much success by keeping the same group for longer than a single year.

2. Writing to learn in school, across the curriculum. Much of the writing crisis

has been attributed to the fact that students actually write very little. Over the past ten years, there

has htten a significant movement to expemd the uses of writing across the curriculum, with teachers

in all subject areas reinforcing the imputance of writing. As teachers of all disciplines begin to use

writing more frequently, they are asking how writing might help them get their students to think

more deeply and critically about what they are learning. Center research set out to find out how

writing might best be used to help students gain better understandings of the concepts that are

central to a given subject. We have found the following:

Explanatory writing can be a powerful tool for revealing students' levels of

understanding ot particular scientific concepts. Such writing is particularly revealing of

students' understandings when it occurs before instruction but in response to problems with which

students have had some experience. Ironically, current teaching practice which focuses mostly on

test-writing generally does not include this kind of writing that reveals what students blow.

Certain features of student writing seem to be especially useful for
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distinguishing different levels of understanding, while other features seem more

related to age and to general development in ability to perform academic writing

tasks. The features that are most indicative of high levels of understanding include: (a) length of

writing; (b) a focus on explanations rather than descriptions; (c) differentiation of key concepts; (d)

use ot comparisons and contrasts. By contrast, features haying to do with overall organization,

focus, and orientation to the prompt are related to age rather than level of understanding.

Writing to learn content material seems more likely to contribute to better

understandings when the writing is treated not just as an end in itself but as a

step toward furthor instructional activities. Talk and writing need to be combined to

stimulate learning in content areas. Teachers can expect that different students will find some

language activities more helpful than others and that depending on the learning task, fora given

student, sometimes writing is most useful while at other times talk is.

Writing essays helps college students reflect critically about their reading,

whereas studying helps them learn facts from what they have read. Writing seems

better suited for the purpose of critically examining information than for acquiring it

3. Colkge students ane adults. Many college students and adults have difficulty

writing. Some are illiterate or barely literate but need to become more literate to function better in

society and to make the transition to a better workplace. Others have acquired basic literacy skills

but need higher-order literacy skills to be able to make a smooth transition to the university and

then to function as leaders in our complex global marketplace.

Our studies of adult re-entry programs have revealed that:

*, Often in adult re-entry literacy programs there is a disparity between the

objectives of the training programs and the real literacy needs of the students.

Basic literacy courses are often prerequisites to the vocational programs adult students want to

enter. When they get bogged down in the literacy courses, they never reach their end goal.

Institutionally, more attention must be given to how basic skills, vocational

programs, and further academic work overlap. Most community colleges maintain these
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programs as separate, rather than creating overlap so that students can move in a simple trajectory

and return if necessary. Teachers themselves make these bridges independently of the

administrative organization of the colleges, through discussions and friendship. Basic skills

programs need to be reconceptualized to nzld them with vocational education or further academic

work. Students often do not know "how to make college work." Even counselling, if not

supported in the daily activities of the courses, does not provide marginal students with a college

identity.

Adult re-entry students have literacy knowledge on which instruction can
build; models of learning based on chronological principles tied to stage theories

of cognitive and intellectual development are not applicable. Since adults are outside

this chronology, the view of adult literacy learners as "catching up" on basic skills usually means

that adults are simply seen as needing to go back to studying at an earlier grade level where they

left off; such a view neglects the complexity of their backgrounds and the wealth of practice, real-

world experience they bring to the classroom. Adults have a range of needs and abilities connected

to their life experiences that must be recognized. In the area of literacy, they also have relevant

experiences with written language. For example, while lacking competence in many of the

conventional mechanics of language, these students often are very sensitive to genre differences,

suggesting they have developed competence in literacy that can become an important point of

departure for their teachers. Narrative writing appears particularly promising for student growth;

students can be helped to "objectify" their relationship to text through repeated telling and recasting

of their own narratives. This move toward a shift in perspective within the narrative mode may

better prepare students for the shift to expository prose than direct introduction of explanatory

essays.

Our studies of college students have revealed that:

Prize-winning college student writers use metaphor in highly sophisticated

ways; by contrast, composition textbook writers tend to "stay in the mainstream,"

giving concepts like metaphor formulaic and brief treatment and considering their
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use something of a rhetorical gamble. Writers of composition textbooks could give better

advice if they took into account ways successful student writers actually use such literary devices.

When students first enter college, they must learn to meet the demands for

high levels of writing in varied academic disciplines; they often have difficulties

when they try to use strategies that worked for them in high school where the

demands were different. When students plan what they will write, as they did in high school,

they often rely on essay-writing formulas or on their knowledge of the content. By contrast, more

experienced writers construct a plan for the particular assignment. They define their own goals,

think about the needs of their audience, and think about the purpose for the writing. Then they

transform their knowledge about the conttnt and their knowledge of writing conventions and forms

to fit these goals. Explicit instruction can help students learn to plan in this goal-directed way.

Unlike more experienced writers, college freshmen often have difficulty

predicting when readers will be confused, when passages are wordy, and what

constitutes a positive persona in writing; after using computer programs

developed by Center researchers, students can become more sensitive to their

readers' needs. Center researchers helped students identify when readers would be confused

by showing them protocols of what readers said about their confusions as they read certain

passages. Through this process, the students became sensitive to the needs of readers. Center

researchers also developed computer programs to help students detect wordy passages, with

participeting students improving in their ability to detect such passages.

Many basic writing students need special encouragement to get them to engage

in educational tasks to the same degree as average and honors students; if they

respond to that encouragement, they do as well as the others. Basic writers spent

significantly less time than their average and honors peers on a computer program designed to help

them detect wordy passages. However, those basic writers who spent as much time as the others

learned just as much.

College students find it difficult to combine and synthesize material from



multiple sources; their difficulty is greater when they write a report than when

they propose ways to solve a problem. When writing reports, students have difficulty

deciding what information to select and how to organize it. In report writing, students see the

authority as being in the reading; in proposal writing, they rely on their own authority.

How seriously students take their college-level writing assignments depcmds

on how accountable their teacher holds them; students often take shortcuts which

are rarely noticed by the teacher. Students take these shortcuts when their teachers assign

step-by-step guidelines for writing and when they give assignments the students consider "busy

work." Engaged students spend much more time on their writing, beginning early, going to the

library an average of five times, and writing over several days or even weeks. They base their

topic choice on personal interest in the topic, they take notes on their reading, and they revise their

writing. By contrast, those taking shortcuts wait until a day or two before the due date to begin,

base their topic choice on the easy availability of information, make one trip to the library,

summarize and paraphrase sources, write in one or two site.ngs, revise very little and then mostly

at the word or sentence level.

4. Non-native English speakers and bilingual students. Non-native speakers

and bilinguals often face special challenges when writfiig in school, but little is known about these

challenges. Information is needed about how theories about writing and the writing process apply

to individuals who are composing in the weaker of their two languages, about the development of

writing ability in groups of learners of varying proficiency, and about the relationship between

writing in a first language and writing in a second language. To gather information alxrat these

important issues, the Center sponsored an exploratory project to assess the state of knowledge

about the writing of Hispanic-background students and to set a research agenda for the future. We

found that:

Most studies of bilingual and non-native writers fail to measure the language

competencies or proficiencies of the groups they study. The studies offer little

guidance about exactly how the crucial variable of language may have impacted on the writing
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behaviors observed. Ultimately, the studies are of little help to teachers who are confronted with

students of varying levels of language proficiency in one or more languages.

Research on the writing of Hispanic students has only begun to address areas

that research on the writing of mainstream students has already investigated in

some depth. Most research on non-native speakers and bilinguals tends to focus on errors in

students' writing or on "negative" transfer from Spanish to English, with little attention to

students' writing processes, to the development of writing abilities, to writing as a social activity,

to task demands of school assignments, or even to variation in individual writers.

A new research agenda is needed to study bilingual minority writers, one

which makes no assumptions and begins at the beginning to ask how and whether

such bilingual students actually experience problems in writing. Because of the vast

differences in linguistic experiences between these writers and monolingual writers, bilinguals and

non-native speakers need to be studied independent of =lig:tram writers. Rather than departing

from what we know about mainstream writers, studies must stem from what we know about the

nature of bilingualism and the nature of writing and from a desire to link the two arens together.

S. Writing and reading. In the history of schooling in the United States, writing has

often been the neglected of the "three Rs." When writing is taught, it is often separated from

reading. This lack of integration of reading and writing has hurt students as they have tried to learn

both to read and to write. L4 a synthesis of the research on the relationships between reading and

writing, conducted jointly with the Center for the Study of Reading, we found that:

Children become better readers and more effective writers when reading and

writing are not taught separately but are taught in tandem. While there is no simple

prescription for integrating reading and writing in the classroom, teachers may rlan for such

integration by considering how their students might read, write, and talk about information in

complementary ways across all areas of the curriculum. When used together in the elementary

grades, writing and reading afford students the opportunity to learn conventional spelling and

conventional forms, enhance their ability to clarify and elaborate on ideas, tad help to develop their
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skills in reading critically both theirown writing and the writing of others. When used together in

the content areas, writing and reading become vehicles to explore issues, solve problems, and

discover new questions. Students who are taught that reading and writing are collaborative

activities often manifest greater motivation to leartl, express themselves more clearly, and are better

able to evaluate themselves and to understand the world around them.

6. Writing and speaking. Often schools in the United States are silent places, where a

major concern is keeping students quiet and under control so that they can listen to the teacher talk.

Ironically, we know that in order for students to learn they must be active and that much learning

happens when students talk. For writing, talk is especially important since the seeds of much

writing is found in ordinary, conversational language. To give students the ability to relate

unfamiliar, unpracticed writing habits to habits of speaking that are already totally familiar, we

have attempted to identify these seeds of writing in student talk. We have found that:

Spoken prosody (pitch, stress, voice quality, volume, tempo, and so forth)
and written punctuation are related. Even though grammar books say that there are strict

rules for punctuation, in professional writing prosodic features from oral language actually play a

predominant role in punctuating, with the effectiveness of writing being influenced by an ability to

use punctuation in ways that meaningfully reflect the writer's prosodic intentions.

Writers and speakers use grammatical subjects to create important effects. In

speech, we rarely use grammatical subjects to further what we are saying; the speaker assumes that

the subjects already are known to the listener. Writers are free to extend the use of grammatical

subjects to include those that present information that is new to the reader.

Writers and speakers use language to express "immediate" experiences and
experiences that are "displaced," that is, experiences tbat are from tbe past or are
projections Into the future or that are imagined. In writing, experience is never really

immediate, since writers and readers are removed from the real situation, but writers create

immediate effects by transferring properties from immediate language to create the illusion that an

immediate experience is being relived.

9
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IMPACT OF THE CENTER'S RESEARCH AND ACTIVITIES

Over the past five years, although a new research center, the Center for the Study of

Writing has had a significant impact on the teaching and learning of writing in the United States.

The Center has established a national reputation and reaches a broad constituency. The research

program has been cool "lated with several major outreach programs for educators, in order to get

the results of our research into the schools and other educational settings as quickly as possible.

The Center for the Study of Writing has reached practitioners through the usual channels: Center

researchers have given numerous speeches at professional meetings and at gatherings for policy

makers, administrators, teachers, and other educators; the Center has sponsored an active in-house

publication series of 43 Technical Reports and 21 Occasional Papers, with publications covering all

of the Center's constituent audiences (over 10,000 copies of these publicationswere distributed in

the past year alone); the Center has produced two brochures and distributed them to 7,200 people;

and the Center has sponsored a series of travelling seminars for educators on topics related to

Center work. In addition, Center researchers have published eight books, 60 articles, and chapters

in 33 books.

Perhaps most important and far-reaching has been the collaborative relationship between

the Center for the Study of Writing and the powerful network of prwitioners affiliated with the

National Writing Project who provide in-service workshops for a broad community of educators.

Through a close relationship with the National Writing Project, the Center's work has been

immediately visible to the approximately 733,000 of our nation's writing teachers who have

participated in NWP's in-service workshops and institutes. Center liaisons at each of the 163

NWP sites around the world have spread Center research to teacher. and other educators at each

site. With the National Writing Project, the Center also publishes The Quarterly, a popular journal

for teachers, administrators, and members of the public that is distributed to approximately 2,500

subscribers every quarter. In addition, NWP practitioners keep Center researchers informed about

and focused on those issues that are most pressing in the field.
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SECTION II. FINDINGS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

A. INDIVIDUAL PROJECT REPORTS

PROJECT 1. UCB Project: Emergent LiteracyTransition from Home to School, a study of

the relationship between speech, drawing, and writing. Project Director: Anne Haas Dyson.

IROJECT OVERVIEW

Based on three years of data collection in an urban magnet school, Dyson studied how

young children's growth as writers during the K-3 years is supported by their use of other kinds of

symbolic activity, including drawing, talking, and play and by their interaction with other people,

especially their peers. Particular attention was given to children's deliberate formation of

imaginary worlds. While all children in the primary grades (approximately 80) were participants in

the study, 12 were focused on intensely. To organize and explain project findings, Dyson

suggests the metaphor of "multiple worlds," as the proja c portrayed how the children of a skaled,

experienced teaches came to use writing (text worlds) to organize and reflect on their everyday

experiences (their experienced world) and, at the same time, to contribute to a socially and

intellectually livelyand highly literateclassroom community (the social world).

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The first set of findings from the project discussed the links that exist between writing

development and that of other kinds of symbolic growth. To begin, when children write, they may

also draw, talk, and engage in dramatic play. Their "story" is not contained within any one

medium but "woven" from the use of varied media. Thus, children are "symbol weavers" who

create multimedia creations. Simply examining children's writing is an inappropriate way to

understand children's ideas, including the ldnd of thinking and social activity that children engage

in as they articulate their ideas.

Further, children's use of varied med.ia not only helps them articulate their ideas, but it also
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poses for them central developmental challenges. Only certain aspects or elements, as it were, of

children's meaningsof their text worldsare actually recorded in any particular medium. Thus,

children must figure out how colorful, dynamic, talk-filled imaginary worlds can be rendered

within the fiat spaces and colorless squiggles of written text. Resolving the tensions between

pictures and soundsfiguring out how to make word pictures and visible rhythms and sounds,

how to make a static string of words an enacted and dialogic worldis a basic developmental

c'iallenge. Over time, children begin to renegotiate the relationships among different media, using

them in coordinated, controlled ways to construct multidimensional but more unified worlds. For

example, the observed children made decisions about what ideas to convey through drawing,

which through writing, and they began to incorporate dramatic talk as dialogue in their writing.

In addition, children's text worlds become less dependent upon other media. For example,

the observed young children's first written texts tended to be labels for their pictures. As authors

they produced "art notes," picture commentaries. Gradually, they moved away from commentator

roles and adopted roles indicating more active involvement with their texts -they became observers

of and then actors in their own imaginary worlds. (This movement was indexed linguistically in

part by analysis of first and third person stance.)

A second set of findings from this project emphasized the critical role of social interaction

among peers in writing development. During this longitudinal study, the observed children were

not only becoming "better writers," they were also becoming "old friends," and their social

relationships had a role in their literacy growth. Fur example, peers' questions about children's

texts helped focus children's attention on their written texts as separate from their pictures.

Further, peer talk helped children understand the functions of extended texts, like narratives,

whose social and personal functions are not as evident as are those of more everyday uses of print

(for example, it is clear that correspondence or letters serve to establish social connections; but how

do stories do so?). Studying the kind of talk children did during composing revealed how the

children's multimedia composing played an increasingly larger social role within the life of the

classroom. For example, the children could quite literally bring the social life of the classroom into



their written texts through the fictionalization of self and peers and through the extension into

writing of peer intaaction begun in other media (e.g., in playful talk or drawing).

At the same time, however, the social world of the classroom, like the symbolic worlds of

other media, was a source of both developmental support and developmental challenges. For

example, in the observed classroom, the use of writing to take social action in the peer world

seemed to support the movement from "art notes" to a more active involvement in the production of

text worlds (i.e., to adopting a fint person stance within the text). However, the childsen's use of

writing to interac4 socially with peers led not only to more elaborate but also more unstable text

worlds (less cohesive, in a linguistic sense). That is, since they were interacting in both the past

world of their texts and the present social world, awkward tense shifts occurred. Consider, for

example, second grader Jake's piece, written as he played insidearid outsidehis text with his

friend Manuel:

Once there was a boy that is named Manuel. Manuel is going to fly the fastest jet and I am
going to fly the jet too. But Manuel's headquarters is going to blow up But I an OK. But
I don't know about Manuel but I am going to fmd Manuel [and on the story goes as Jake
finds Manuel, assures himself of Manuel's safety ("manuel are you OK? Yest I am OK.")
and then saves him by shooting the bad guys "out of the universe."]

Perhaps the most complex function of written narrative worlds is its evaluative function,

thc use of writing as a means of reflective awareness of the qualities of hunoan experiences. In the

observed classroom, the emergence of this function was linked to children's peer talk about their

imaginary and graphic worlds. For example, the emergent evaluative function was reflected in the

children's early discussions about whether or not each other's pictures were "right" or their texts

"true" (i.e., did the described event really happen). These discussions foreshadowed talk about

fictional truth, that is, about whether or not something "could happen."

Thus, certain case study children displayed insight into "psychic" truth (i.e., into how

somebody "would" feel or act in a certain situation). That is, they began to embed evaluative

information into textual description and narration of actors and their actions (e.g., rather than their

own liking and hating, their characters liked and hated; they manipulated narrative time to convey

experiential qualities, as when they would elaborately describe a moment in time). Compare, for

13
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example, the following two stories by Mitzi. In the first, written in Grade 1, Mitzi labels the two

figures in her picture (a rainbow and a girl) and then states her own liking of them and of "you":

Once there was a girl. She might like You. She liveds under a Rainbow. I Like You. The
End

In the second text, written in Grade 2, Mitzi's written world is related to her ongoing social

world (in which an important secret has been revealed) and her dislike of that action is evident in

her portrayal of the fictionalized self's action in the critical moment of betrayal:

I said to my sister one day that I was going to nm away. My sister screamed, Oh no. My
mother and father ran down the stairs. What happened they said My sister was beginning
to say that I was going to run away when I ran across the room and covered her mouth.
The End. [Mitzi does not have a sister.]

The interplay between real occurrences in their experienced worlds and those in their

fictional worlds could lead to space/time conflicts in their texts, just as did those between different

symbolic worlds and those between the textual world and the ongoing social world. Clearly, the

awkwardness of young children's textsthe shifts of tense and of personcan be signs of

progress, signs that children's texts are beginning to play a more important role in their social,

intellectual, and affective lives. Over time, children became better able to meld their textual,

ongoing social, and experiential worlds. Thus, writing development does not dernd only on

children's discovery of cognitive and linguistic strategies for creating coherent written texts.

Rather these strategies may depend on children's discovery that writing can help them create

coherence in the worlds beyond the text. It is this process that is analytically revealed in the book

resulting from this project, Multiple Worlds of Child Writers: Friends Learning to Write (New

York: Teachers College Press, 1989).

A third stt of Endings relate to stylistic or individual differences in children' s ways of

wing different symbolic media and in interacting with theirfriends and to how these differences

shape their developmetaal hiStories as writers. While children potentially have similar resources

(symbolic tools of drawing, talking, play; social tools of interaction with teacher and with peers)

and face similar challenges (of differentiating and acting within multiple worlds), the precise nature

of their resources and challenges vary because their ways of interacting with symbolic and social
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materials vary. More precisely, children beginning to orchestrate the written language system may

differ in the extent to which they focus on the varied demands of the writing activity and in when

they maintain that focus. These differences may exist, in part, because of the differences in the

ways in which children make use of the available sources of support, some children tending

toward crossing social and symbolic "boundaries" to engage in messy collaborative exploring,

others toward setting careful boundaries to ensure careful, methodical constructing.

The final set of findings relate to issues of sociocultural d(fferences and the degree to which

current ways of thinking about literacy teaching and learning allows children and teachers to make

productive use of these dfferences. Currently, the metaphor of "scaffolding" is particularly

popular for conceptualizin.g literacy teaching and learning. This metaphor calls attention to how

teachers and children interact within particular literacy activities. The findings of Project 1 suggest

that this metaphor is too linear, as the study suggested that children's progress in any one activity

is fed by all kinds of intention-guided experiences (e.g., exploratory play with writing, labeling,

storytelling, drawing, playing). For example, a case study of a young child in the opening months

of school revealed how exploratory, playful, and storytelling behaviors that originated in activity

that did not involve literacy gradually became incorporated into the composing activity. A

complementary case study suggested that teachers may find supporting this weaving together of

intentional behavior difficult. Teachers may not understand the "sense" of children whose literacy

backgrounds differ from their own (e.g., making sense of children's ways of storytelling) or of

those with less experience with literacy (e.g., making sense of children's exploratory play with

print forms). However, because the study focused on individuals from socially and culturally

diverse backgrounds, it raises but does not answer questions about how particular kinds of

sociocultural differences among children (e.g., in ways of storytelling) influence the course of

writing development.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

The above four sets of fmdings suggest, first, that effective language arts programs for
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young children must interweave use of written langua8e with the use of aa the symbolic arts,

connecting the liveliness of children' s use of drawing. talk, and play with the more complex,

initially less ostensibly "colorful" tool of written language. The overwhelming research and

pedagogical emphasis on how young children learn to encode a: 4-s duode words has drawn

attention away from the broader, more intellectually critical skill of constructing worlds. Many of

the publications of Project 1 (see bibliography) have emphasized just this point.

Second, providing children opportunities for peer talk and, more broadly, for allowing the

interplay of children' s academic and social lives is critical for literacy growth in school settings.

The successful interplay between these aspects of children's lives depend in part on the kind of

peer relationships fostered in the classroom community by the teacher. Among helpful procedures

may be stressing cooperation over competition, providing space for ongoing school display of

every individual's work, explicitly discussing the valuing of individuals' efforts and,

simultaneously, individuals' responsibility to the community's well-being, and talking about

ongoing class history (e.g., by recalling and project....g significant accomplishments, events, and

products of former, ongoing, and anticipated classes).

Third, visions of writing development that are linear or untform may mask the holistic

sense of individual children' s behavior and thus are not sitticient as a theoretical or pedagogical

base for classroom assessment. Rather, viewing development as a result of complex mutually

influential setswritten language, the individual child, the specific setting or settings of interest

seems more appropriate. This study thus supports efforts to devise ways of documenting written

language growth that are based on teacher observation of child behavior. However, a fmal

implication of this project is that teacher observation of writing growth must be directed,not just to

writing per se, but to the rich diversity of resources children bring to school with them. A rich

diversity of experiences for childrenincluding opportunities for exploratory play with written

language, sociodramatic play, oral storytelling, and we of the graphic ertsenriches teacher

observation as well as children' s learning, allowing teachers to discover tk texture of individual

children' s resources and to help them make connectionsamong them.
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PROJECTS 2-4. Carnegie Mellon University Projects: Academic LiteracyTransition to the

Universky. Project Directors: Lin.la Flower and J. R. Hayes.

PROJECT 2. CMU Project: Strategic Knowledge in Reading-to-Write.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

The planning process of experienced writers

As a basis for both teaching and research, we need a theoretical foundation that explains

how experienced writers use planning in writingand how this process differs from what

inexperienced writers often do. In this Pr lime of our research, with the joti.! support of OERI

and the Office of Naval Research, we focused on college-age and adult writers to identify some of

the underlying processes that make planning both difficult and productive and that reveal

differences in expert/novice strategies.

I. The first important choice adult writers make is at the level of an "executive" strategy or

structure for planning. They mkt choose to rely on planning structured by their knowledge of their

topic, or on planning structured by familiar text patterns or genre conventions, or on planning

structured and guided by the unique goals and plans they develop for a particular text and a

particular audience.

2. Each of these three planning strategies works well for certain taskt:. Experienced

writers move flexibly among these three strategies, but novice writers tend to rely on the first

twoeven when the task calls for a mcze uniquely-guided promss. College-age novice writers

face problems because the tiikrl type, planning that is unique for the particular piece of writing, is

critical to much acaderAc writit4 and isparticularly difficult

3. Planning that is unique to the writing task is demanding (and valurible) because 5 t

presents writers with six challenges--six key Lub-plocesses which distinguish it from the other

planning strategies with which students are mot familiar.

Writers must construct their image or representation of the task. They must read the situation,
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defme their own goals, and set priorities.

Beyond an initial image, writers must develop an elaborated network of goals, plans and criteria

unique to this task. Because the plan for and structure of the writing is not supplied by content

lmowledge or conventions, writers create their own plan based on their purposes, key points,

images of the audience, and their knowledge of conventions that might carry out those purposes.

They must transform and adapt their content knowledge and knowledge of conventions to fit these

goals.

As this network grows in unpredictable ways, integrating and structuring this expanding

network of ideas and goals becomes a major task. Because planning is often opportunistic, taking

advantage of ideas triggered by other ideas, integrating and linking this network can be a genuine

challenge.

When writers work with absuact goals and plans, they are able to manipulate ideas in flexible

ways, but the price for such flexibility is that they must then instantiate these abstract possibilities

in their writing. Translating plans to written text is a stumbling block for many writers.

A key process that marks experienced writers is the attempt to review the current plan and to

consolidate ideas, making connections among purpose, audience an d discourse and text

conventions.

Because planning that is particular to the task creates an expanded network of goals, plans and

text, it also generates cortflict. Experienced writers appear to deal with more of such conflicts and

do so at the level of the writer's purpose rather than the wording of the text.

This phase of the project not only uncovered some unexpected and often unrecognized

sources of difficulty for students, it showed how writers can bring what they already 'mow into a

more constructive process and described six key challenges which teachers can help students meet.

Reading-to-write in a classroom context

On the basis of the theoretical, laboratory-based study described above, we investigated the

planning and reading-to-write process of 72 freshman students making the transition from high
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school to college in the context of their regular freshman writing course. This study examined

reading-in-order-to-produce-writing-of-your-own and made some unexpected discoveries about

how students interpret and use instructionand about some critical parts of the reading-to-write

process which teachers rarely sec.

1. Students have varied mental representations of supposedly common academic tasks.

Because their multi-faceted mental representations are constructed from prior experience, from

inferences about the social and rhetorical context of the writing task, and from their own values and

desires, different students may approach a common reading-to-write assignment with meaningfully

different sets of goals, strategies, and criteria.

2. These differences can cause problems. Because these representations are often tacit,

students and teachers may be in unspoken disagreement about what constitutes an "appropriate"

representation. A student may be struggling in good faith to construct a summery organized by the

key terms from the text, carefully relegating his or her own ideas to a tacked on "response," while

the student's instructor may assume that in college writing one would, of course, go beyond the

source text, would organize the reading around key terms from previous discussions, would apply

readings to a problem posed by the course, and so on.

Moreover, when a student's written text is used to decide what sort of task (for example,

summary or interpretation) the student was attempting, students and their readers may disagree. It

seems fair to coulude that some of these freshmen are still developing their picture of what a

somplex task such as synthesizing, interpreting or arguing requires. Their readers are expecting

more than the writers deliver. On the other hand, this recunent observation is also a disturbing

indication that the written product can be an inadequate, even misleading guide to the thinking

process that produced it. Our product-based inferences about a student's late-night writing process

may radically underestimate the available knowledge, the problem-solving effort, and the

unresolved dilemmas that actually exist. When this happens, we may be trying to diagnose and

teach a thinking process in the dark.

3. Building an "appropriate" task representation isn't enough. Even when goals,
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strategies, criteria, and the constructive process of task representation are brought to their attention

and become the object of thought and choice, writers are not always able to carry out the plans they

intend. Task representation may play a far larger role in a writer's performanceand success in

schoolthan we have recognized; however, we must not underestimate what is left to learn and to

teach. As students confront academic writing in high school and in college, they are entering a

community with specialized conventions cad expectations which they must lean) and a community

which expects writers to create and transform knowledgea task all of us find difficult. Learning

to write in college appears to be a mixture of questioning assumptions and building new task

representations; of applying certain broad cognitive and rhetorical capabilities already possessed to

school writing; and, finally, of learning certain new conventions, strategies and habits of mind.

The teaching problem in helping students through this transition is inferring the appropriate

balanceknowing when one needs to challenge the student with a classroom context that calls for

those broad capabilities, when one needs to challenge the assumptions and prior images of the task

that may confound a student's effort, and when one needs to teach new strategies for thinking and

writing.

4. Academic discourse is not a unified single entity, nor is its community a peaceable

kingdom agreeing on its goals and intellectual conventions. This diversity in discourse practices

within academic writing is one part of the writer's problem. At the same time, this study suggests

that certain basic intellectual goals or practices, which do form a common thread across much

academic discourse, can also cause special difficulty for students and may be at the root of other

more apparent problems.

Academic discourse as defined in this clasuoom study placed special vnlue on two literate

practices. One of these was integrating one's own ideas and knowledge into the written

conversation with one's sources. The freshmen assumed that more accomplished writers would

do this (although they themselves didn't). The teachers expected such integration as a move

toward critical literacy and toward realizing writing's potential to transform knowledge rather than

to report information. The other valued but problematic practice was interpreting source texts for a
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purpose of one's ownapplying or adapting knowledge to solve a problem or to reach one's own

goals. Thioughout the study we observed students in difficulty with both of these exprztations

failing to attempt them, wrestling with their confusiciti over what should be done, or caught in the

attempt by the inherent difficulty of these intellectual acts. These two practices emerged as

significant hurdles to these students' full entry into academic discourse.

5. The process of reading-to-write in college is both a cognitive and a social act. That is to

say that the performance we observed was a strategic process in which studentslike all writers

read the context of the rhetorical situation as well as the task at hand and in doing so constructed

their own representation of the task, set their own goals. On the basis of that image and those

goals they drew on the thinking skills, the rhetorical strategies, and the discourse conventions that

they knew or thought might help. This constructive act not only took place in the immediate social

context of a class, it was itself a function of students' history, assumptions, and past experience

with writing in school. Cognition and context, goals and strategies were engaged in a complex,

interactive performance.

6. Watching writers caught up in this cognitive and social process of negotiating academic

discourse makes one increasingly skeptical about trying to specify "what a freshman writer needs

to learn." Our data argued against a deficit model that would point to some missing "cognitive

skills" these eighteen-year-old freshmen needed to develop or to generic discourse conventions

they needed to master. Nor could we conclude that any given vision of "academic writing" could

stand as the ideal toward which we should urge smdents to aspire. For instance, under some

circumstances we place special value on taking a high-effort, purposeful, interpretive stance toward

one's reading (see point four above). But our own experience as writers said that one only sets

that especially demanding task when the situation and one's own goals call for it. To be an

effective writer means being able to read a situation, to weigh the costs and benefits of your own

options, and to cairy out the goals you set for yourself.

The knowledge writers need, as we came to see it, was best described as strategic

knowledge. It involves reading a situation and setting appropriate goals, having the knowledge
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and strategies to meet one's own goals, and finally, having the awareness to reflect on both goals

and strategies. Strategic knowledge is a contextualized form of knowingit develops over time

and out of experience. At the same time it renders that experience and those prior contexts open to

reflection. If this characterization proves useful and we choose to teach the reading-to-write

process as a strategic, cognitive and social act, we may fmd that this fmal element of awareness

carries a potential we have only begun to tap.

Moving from research to teaching: The study of collaborative planning as an
instructional prototype

The final phase of our project is an attempt to translate the theoretical foundation of the first

phase and the classroom obsavations of the second into a practical plan for teaching. We wanted a

recommendation for teaching that was specific enough that we could investigate how it worked and

didn't work in classrooms. On the other hand, we wanted a recommendation for practice that

focused on principles not procedures, and that was designed to be adapted by teachers to fit the

needs of their own students and the diverse goals of their classes.

Collaborative Planning is an educational method designed with a number of goals and

recommendations for practice in mind:

The first is to make students aware of the need to do purposeful "constructive planning" in

academic writing.

The second is to use direct instruction that will help students to recognize and confront

challenges of planning (such as dealing with conflicts) and to develop some of the strategies

experienced writers use.

The third is to help both teachers and students become more aware of smdents' own thinking

strategies, of the considerable but untapped resources students of all backgrounds bring to

planning and writing, and of the difficulties writers encounter which teachers may never seebut
need to teach to.

These recommendations are based on both the research that provided the foundation for
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Collaborative Planning, on a systematic study of collaborative planning sessions in two freshman

classes, on data collected in two advanced writing classes, and on the experience we have derived

from three years in which 25 high school and college teachers and community literacy leaders in

Western Pennsylvania have used collaborative planning as the basis for a cooperative classroom

inquiry project Called "Making Thinking Visible," this Center project was also supported by the

Howard Heinz foundation. It found that:

1. Student writers need a social context that not only motivates exploration, but that

foregrounds their own intentions, and that both challenges and supports purposeful, audience-

based thinking. In Collaborative Planning the floor belongs to the student planner. The goal of the

session is for the planner to develop an elaborated understanding of his or her own plan. The

supporter creates a social context for exploring the plan and helps prompt the writer to monitor,

question, and extend his or her thinking.

2. Various kinds of pre-writing can be a useful preparation for a planning session, and

collaborative planning can complement peer editing as a way to approach revision. However,

when students do not have a text to defend and the focus is on the writer's intentions and not the

reader's response, students appear willing to consider genuine problems and significant

alternatives.

3. Previous research had shown that inexperienced writers frequently depend on

knowledge-driven strategies, focused primarily on developing plans "to say" something, rather

than "to do" something in writing. In Collaborative Planning students were given prompts to think

about rhetorical concerns, in the form of a visual metaphor called the Planner's Blackboard. This

ivuipt helped both partners turn their attention to the issues of purpose, key point, audience, and

text conventions. For the freshman, the issue of "purpose" was, in fact, always discussed at the

instigation of the partner, suggesting that collaboration was adding an element the writers were not

actively considering. For teachers, the Planner's Blackboard was a flexible metaphor that they

could translate into other terms. And it was a way to focus students' attention on different parts of

planning (such as the purpose underlying a student's argument, or the conventions of a particular
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genre) that fit the goals of a given assignment.

4. In a close analysis of the collaborative process of the freshmen (based on the taped

sessions held usually in students' dorm rooms), we found surprisingly strong evidence of

constructive planning. Where we might have expected inexperienced ..7:iters to devote time to

discussing topic information and dtveloping plans "to say," students devoted nearly 40% of their

comments to issues of key point and purpose, 20% to audience, and 25% to text conventions.

Collaborative planningthe combination of prompts under the students' control and an informally

structured collaborative contextappeared to support a sustained engagement with purposeful

planning.

5. Collaborative planning has an influence not just on "ideas" but on text. When

supporters in the freshman study gave their partners hard prompts that required "constructive

planning," planners accepted the challenge and generated ideas in response nearly 80% of the time.

Moreover, nearly all of these ideas appeared in prominent places in the final text, in the

introduction, conclusion, or as support for major points.

6. However, it is not enough to teach planning strategies alone if we don't have insight

into students' strategic knowledgeinto not just strategies students use but into the goals they set

and the awareness they have (or lack) of their options as writers. An even more challenging

finding came from our closer study of how students were in fact interpreting and using the

instruction itselfand our study of sessions that did not succeed. Collaborative planning sessions

(as a unique source of data on writers' thinking processes) are showing three key processes that

contribute to students success as planners: the process of interpretation, in which writers "read" the

context, representing the task to themselves; the process of negotiation, in which writers chart their

own path through a myriad of constraints, including negotiating questions of authority with their

teacher and peers; and finally the process of reflection, in which student become aware of their

own strategies, options and expectations.

7. Although our study of collaborative planning is only beginning, studies in two classes

following the freshman study suggest that these sessions (and the tapes) allow a new opportunity
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for observation and reflection. When reflection is integrated into instruction it has given both

teachers znd students new insights into students' writinginto the role affect and social context

play in students' decisions, and into the strategies and assumptions students are bringing to a

particular writing problem.

POSTSCRIPT

This project set out to develop a model of reading-to-write and planning as both a social

and cognitive process. In trying to do so, we have moved from asking what strategies writers

possess and how well instructions work, to asking how individual students and groups of students

actually interpret instructions, to how they negotiate the situations they find themselves in, and

when given the opportunity to reflect on their own thinking, what that fresh, highly situated

version of the writing process teaches us and them.

The results of the Reading-to-Write study have been published by Oxford University Press

in the book Reading-to-Write: Exploring a Cognitive and Social Process. This is the first book in a

series sponsored jointly by the Center and Oxford, entitled Social and Cognitive Studies in Writing

and Literacy. This series will support research tuat tozings both social and cognitive perspectives to

the study of writing and teaching.

We are left with the following unanswered questions:

How do different patterns of interpretation and negotiation affect learning?

Do students from diverse backgrounds approach these strategic processes differently?

Can we make reflection and awareness a powerful tool for helping both students and teachers to

understand diversity and respond to it in productive ways?
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PROJECT 3. CMU Project: Role of Knowledge Exploration.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

To write competently, writers must make use of knowledge they must search for in the

outside world as well as the knowledge they already have. Research papers and business reports

typically require the writer to search for content in external sources. As we will see, writers &lifer

in important ways in their approaches to such research tasks. But even in cases in which the

content is drawn entirely from memory, external knowledge searches are still important, for, if

writers sre to revise effectively, they must be able to "see" the faults in their texts. The importance

of "seeing" problems in text became evident to us during prior research on revision (Hayes, et al.,

"Cognitive Processes in Revision," 1987). In this research, we found that many freshmen writers

were "persistently insensitive" to text pmblems that more skilled writers perceived quite easily.

Overall, freshmen detected only 62% as many problems as did the experts. These observations

suggested that training in "seeing" text problems could 'vs: pful to many writers.

In this summary of the results of Project 3, we describe four studies. The first is an

evaluation of a successful pedagogy for teaching writers to "see" text features which are likely to

confuse readers. The second explores differences in writers' abilities to see the personality traits

which their writing projects to readers. The third revealed unexpected differences among basic,

average, and honors students, and the fourth describes surprising differences among students in

the way they approach writing assignments.

Teaching writers to see what will confuse readers

This study was conducted to evaluate a pedagogy Karen SeAiver designed to help writers

to see text features which confuse readers. In each lesson, students were first asked to read a

flawed text and to predict the sorts of troubles the reader would have in comprehending the text.

These texts, written for lay readers, did not contain spelling and grammatical errors, but rather had

poor definitions, unclear procedures, missing examples, ambiguities, and other "above the word or
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phrase" level problems. Next, the students read a thinking-aloud protocol of a reader trying to

comprehend the text. The students then revised their predictions of reader difficulties.

The effectiveness of this pedagogy was evaluated by comparing participants' pre-test and

post-test scores in predicting those aspects of a set of texts that would create comprehension

problems for the reader. The texts were excerpted from the "science" and "medicine" sections of

Time and Newsweek magazines. To determine the accuracy of the writers' predictions of reader

problems during pre-test and post-test, it was necessary to determine exactly what problems the

stimulus texts created for readers. To identify the problems, Schriver collected reading protocols

from 30 freshmen trying to understand each of the six texts. Two coders independently evaluated

readers' comments on 180 protocols and agreed in identifying the pr. 'llems in 95% of cases.

The participants were 117 college juniors and seniors enrolled in ten classes in professional

writing. Five classes served as the experimental group and five as the control group. Writers in

the experimental group were trained with the reader protocol materials over a period of three

weeks. Writers in the control group were trained in traditional audience analysis heuristics and

peer response methods including peer critiquing, role playing, identifyingdemographic features of

audience, and others.

The results of the study were dramatic. After training, the experimental group correctly

identified 62% more reader problems than before. Analysis of variance indicates that the

improvement of the experimental group due to training is statistically significant (p<.005) while the

pre-test differences between experinxntal and control groups and the pre-test/post-test differences

for the control group are not significant.

Schriver's training method, then, has proved quite successful in teaching writers to detect

text features which will cause problems for the reader. This line of work holds considerable

promise, not just for developing sensitivity in writers but for audience sensitivity more generally.

In the area of teacher education, such ...a approach can be used to sensitize teachers to how their

students um learn to understand assigned texts.
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Inferring the writer's personality from text

Readers may draw conclusions not only about what the writer is saying but also about what

the writer is like as a person, e.g., friendly, arrogant, intelligent, and so on. In some sorts of

communication, such as letters of application, inferences about the writer's personality may be of

great importance.

To explore readers' judgments of writers personalities, we obtained 700 essays written by

high school seniors applying to college. The writers wen- responding to a prompt which asked

them "to tell us something about yourself that you would like us to know." We chose to study

college application essays because we believed that students would take them seriously and do their

best to present themselves in a positive way.

The first question we addressed was "Are readers consistent with each other in judging

personality traits in text?" To answer this question, we asked three experienced college teachers to

read 60 essays and to indicate for each whether the text suggested that the author possessed any of

a list of 30 personality traits. We found a highly significant level of agreement among the judges.

We were surprised to fmd, though, that many of the student essays projected negative personality

traits, and in some cases, most of the projected traits were negative.

We then selected 20 essays which represented the range of the essays from those which

projected largely positive traits to those that projected largely negative ones. We asked eight

members of the college admissions staff to read the essays and to select ten for admission. We

cand a strong and significant correlation between the number of votes the writer received for

admission and the proportion of positive traits the previous judges had attributed to the writer.

Our next question was "How does it happen that students who are trying to present

themselves positively actually present themselves negatively?" To answer this question, wc asked

ten freshman college students to read the essays and make personality judgments about the writers.

The freshmen were very much more positive in their judgments of the writers' personalities than

were the original judges, the admission staff members, or an additional group of ten writing

instructors. To a large extent, the differences in judgment seemed to reflect differences between
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teenage and adult culture. For example, text features which freshmen regarded as reflecting

creativity or wisdom were often judged as trite, immature, or pretentious by the adult readers. It

would appear then that the students might well have failed to see that their texts would project

negative personality traits to adult readers.

These results pose the pedagogical question "How can we help writers to anticipate how

their texts will be read?" This question is of primary importance for not just college applicants but

also for other groups of writers appealing to audiences with which they are not entirely familiar,

such as minority writers applying for jobs, adult writers trying to convey drug information to

teenagers, and medical writers needing to communicate with low literate adults.

Engagement in learning among basic, average, and honors students

The problem of motivation is important for all writers, but it is especially so for basic

writers. Teachers have long known that basic writers appear less willing or less able to engage

themselves in educational writing tasks than are average and honors students. However, no

systematic studies have explored these differences in engagement and the consequences that these

differences have for learning. We have been able to take advantage of an unusual opportunity to

make such observations in the course of evaluating a computer based instructional package. The

purpose of the package was to increase students' sensitivity to wordiness in text. To evaluate the

package, we asked basic, average, and honors students to participate in in-class pre- and post-tests

and three one-hour sessions of self-administered computer-based instruction. Over all, the

evaluation of the instructional procedure was positive. Students did become more sensitive to

wordiness in text. More interestingly, though, we observed wilting differences in the levels of

engagement shown by the three student groups. First, nearly 40% of the basic students failed to

take the post-test while less than 5% of the average and honors students failed to do so. Second,

the basic students attended fewer of the computer sessions than did the other students. Basic

students attended 52% of sessions, while the honors students attended 77%. Third, when basic

students did attend computer sessions, they engaged less fully in those sessions than did the other
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students. During computer sessions, basic students did just under 70% of the tasks presented

while honors students did 87%.

To explore the relation between engagement and learning, we constructed an engagement

scale which reflected both the numter of computer sessions the students attended and their level of

engagement during those sessions. We found that students scoring in the bottom third on the

engagement scale learned no more than the control group. In contrast, students scoring in the :

two thirds learned much more than the control group. When the basic students scored high on the

engagement scale, they learned as much as the honors students. However, fully 60% of the basic

students scored in the bottcrn third of the engagement scale while only 6% of the honors students

did so.

A survey failed to reveal differences between the basic students and the others in hours

worked outside of school, time spent in athletics, fear of computers, or attitude toward English

courses. Until we understand why many basic students fail to engage fuliy in educational tasks,

we may have little success in helping them to perform well in school. However, once we are able

to engage them, the evidence shows that they will learn.

Managing writing assignments

These ilitensive case studies conducted by Jennie Nelson explored how students prepare

themselves to complete writing assignments. Twenty-one randomly selected students in classes

which assigned research papers were studied. The classes were taught in the departments of

drama, physics, history, social science, lux' English. Participating if tudents were asked to keep

daily logs of all of the activities involved in writing their assigned papers, e.g., library research,

planning, and conversations with peers, as well as the actual t-duction of text. The diaries were

collected at least three times a wcek.

Nelson described her experience in ccinducting the= qudie; as follows: "Much of the

research I had read on students' composing processes often droicted freshman writers as novices

who relied on a limited repertoire of composing strategies and were unaware of what was expected
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of them in college writing assignments. This picture of naive, stzuggl-tg writers did not match the

sawy writers I encountered 'An students' log entries. As the slidents' log entries began to appear in

my mail box, I was struck by how rich and disturbing these candid views of student writing were.

Students revealed their frustration in being forced to write papers that they considered "dumb busy

woik" and described ingenious methods for producing a research paper in just a few hours . .."
She characterized the composing processes of such students in this way: Students didn't

start work on their papers until one to three days before the paper was due. They based their topic

choice on the easy availability of information rather than on their personal interest in the topic.

They made one trip to the library. Once writing began, no further sources were examined. Thus,

the information collected during this one trip determix the paper could be about. These

students then summarind and paraphrased sources, page by page and one source at a time.

Writing, which was accomplished in one or two sittings, consisted of arranging chunks of notes,

each chunk corresponding to a source text. There was little or no global revision. Most revision

involved changes at the word or sentence level. Finally, the students disliked writing the assigned

papa, describing it as "boeng," "tedious," and "busy work."

In contrast to these students, Nelson found others students who "appeared to be deeply

engaged with their assignments, spending many days researching, reading, kind writing, and

discussing what they were learning with anyone who would listen."

She characterized these students in this way: These students started work on their papers

three weeks to one month before the due date. They chose their topics on the basis of personal

interest. They returned to the library an averagt of five times. Searching for information often

included "broad smoky ound reading" not accompanied by note taking. Notes wel.e typically

organized around a predetermined plan rather than summarizing one some at a time. Writing,

which was completed over several days or even weeks, showed little direct correspondence with

the writer's notes. There was considerable global revision with some students completely

abandoning early drafts to start anew. Finally, these students did not complain about the writing

task or characterized it as "ft,n" or "interesting."
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Nelson's observation that students may spend very little time on what their instructors

regard as a major assignment and may fake data to avoid engaging in wt at was designed as a major

learning opportunity is informative and disturbing. However, even more informative is her

observation that the students routinely get away with it. If students are to lam through classroom

assignments, they must spend sufficieat time engaging in them to allow for learning. Apparently,

though, our procedures for evaluating a student's performance are often not sensitive enough to

allow teachers to tell whether or not the student has taken the assignment seriously nor to ensure

that intellectual effort will be =warded in what we hope are our educational institutions.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

Project 3 has a nt.1*-1,er of important pedagogical implications both at the conceptual and at

the practical level. At the conceptual level the proje3 has called attention to three major issues:

1. Writing pedagogy has underemphasized perceptual knowledge, that is, the ability of

writers to "see" text problinn.;, such as missing information, projection of negative personality

traits, and stylistic flaws.

2. Basic writing students may need special encouragement to get them to engage in

educational tasks to the same degree that average and honors students engage in them.

3. As educators, we need to pay careful attention to the complex relation between student

and teacher and between student and educational institution if we are to design educational

experiences which are not tinted as "busy werk."

At the practical level, work in Project 3 has included the design and testing of two novel

teaching packages which provide self-paced, example-based instruction in perceiving text

problems. These packages are ready for use in either academic or non-academic settings.



PROJECT 4. CMU Project: Effects of Writing Strategies on Learning through Writing.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Much literacy learning occurs in college as students perform complex writing-to-learn tasks

and as they participate in the discourse of the academic disciplines. Academic writing tasks often

require students to read as well as write: to read texts on a given topic that have been written by

authorities in the discipline and then to make new contributions based on what has been said by

those other writersto use those other writers' texts as sources. Such acts of composing from

sources are quite common in the writing of informative and persuasive textsarguments, reports,

proposals, critiques, and summaries. In performing these writing tasks, writers must be critical

readers, evaluating claims that are made and developing criteria for selecting material they will

include. To create their own unique texts and meet their own goals, they must integrate the source

material that they select with what they know. And in interrelating material from multiple sources

to serve these new purposes, they must often recombine and restructuretransform--that material

as they supply their own organization.

As students progress through their college careers, they have experiences reading and

writing the discourse of the academic disciplims, and they learn about the nature of authorship in

particular disciplines. While learning how to produ :e disciplinary texts themselves, they also learn

how authorities writewhat forms texts take, how claims are supported, and what makes for an

authoritative text. This discourse knowledge is important for being able to evaluate other writers'

texts as well as to prod= one's own.

In Project 4 Nancy Nelson Spivey has focused attention on these two issues: (1) the nature

of academic writing tasks based on sources and (2) the acquisition of knowledge about writing in

academic disciplines.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

How do different writing-to-learn tasks influence the ways in which writers use sources?

Many writing-to-learn tasks require students to create new texts from multiple sources, which often

take the form of complex academic articles and lengthy portions of books. Much prior research

has focused on summarizing, but summarizing, which can be a rather straightforward task of

compressing a text to its gist, is only one form that composing from sources can take. Our studies

have focused mainly on writing tasks that invite writers to make stratacric decisions, to choose

among optionstasks that do not have a single ideal product. One question we have addressed in

Projtct 4 is how different writing-to-learn tasks based on multiple sources can invite writers to me

sources differently and to construct different meanings. In a pair of inquiries, we have focused on

two general kinds of tasks: a report-writing task and a problem-solving task.

Writing and Learning from Sources was situated in a psychology class, "Principles of

Child Development." The 38 students taking thecourse were given assignments to write papers on

the topic of egocentrism in communication. They were to produce their texts by synthesizing

material from five full-length psychology articles C.., the topic of egocentrism. Students were

assigned to either the report-writing condition or the proposal-writing condition. The forma asked

them to write a report synthesizing from the sources what is known about the topic, and the latter

asked them to propose a way to provide answers to a problem (a discrepancy in research findings)

raised iL the sources. In studying differences associated with task, we analyzed the texts that the

students wrote to see how they organized them and what information they chose to include. We

also analyzed verbal protocols (written responses to questions posed before and after writing) to

gain insights into writers' paceptions of their task.

There were significant differences in the organizational panel- s that the writers used to

structure their texts. Students writing repons were more likely to use loose collection patterns with

content clustered thematically. Students writing proposals were more likely to use response

patterns, with one major section of the text focused on the problem and the other section focused

on a possible solution. Although the report-writing task may appear less difficult than the
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proposal-writing task, the report-writers actually spent more time on their task, and they tended to

focus to a greater extent on the difficulty of their task in their verbal protocols after writing.

Analyses of the texts as well as analyses of the verbal protocols show the difficulties to be

related to the selection and organization of information. Selvtion of information was an important

operation for all the students, because the sources offered much more informatim than the writers

could use. Whereas the proposal-writers could focus on content relevant to the problem posed, the

report-writers had no clear relevance principle to guide their selections. They knew they should be

comprehensive, but, as one studeni put it, "I don't think a summary of the articles is what is

desired." Organization was also a key operation because writers had to reconfigure content for

these new kinds of texts that served different purposes. Proposal writers tended to find an

organizing principle fairly easily: they discovered an organizational signal (for a problem-solution

pattern) in the assignment or they drew upon their knowledge about how research articles are

typically organized in psychology, presenting a research problem and then presenting the sn, 4 as

a solution to the problem posed. However, there was no conventional way for the report-writers

to order the material. Those students who did particularly well on the report task were those who

discovered a tension within the sources, some authorities suppordng Piaget's views and others

arguing against them, and thus set up their reports as a contrast between the two perspectives.

The writing task comparison was replicated in a history class in a subsequent inquiry,

Writing from Sources: Authority in Text and Task. Fifteen students taldng a course in "Europehn

Lifestyle and Culture" were either to write reports about the issues surrounding the European

Recovery Program (ERP) or to write papers proposing conditions or opdons that planners might

have attached to the ERP. In dds investigation, like the other, datacame from analyses of the texts

and of verbal protocols (which, this time, were collected on audiotape at three points). As in the

previous study, organizational patterns differed for the two groups, with report-writers tending to

use collection patterns and proposal-writers tending to use response patterns. The protocols

suggested that those writing reports were more likely to see their task as requiring them to rely on

the authority of the sources. They tended to view their task as understanding "what each article
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was saying" and managing to "cover everything and get sr-cifics from the text." In contrast,

students writing the proposals were much more likely to see their .task as one that authorized them

to make their own contributions based on what they aiready knew (including what they had learned

in the course). One student, for instance, said that the instructor wanted them "to assume the role

of a decision-maker" and to "argue with evidence." Over the course of composing their papers, no

student in either group changed from his or her initial representation of the locus of authority.

Report-writers continued to see their task as one in which authority lay in the sources, and the

proposal-writers continued to see their task as one in which authority lay in themselves as writers.

Interestingly, when it came to actually writing the papers, this difference did not show up in the

relative amounts of source material they included. Although the proposal-writing group did

include more information, they did not add significantly more information of their own. Their

heightened sense of ownership of the material showed up in their ways of presenting and ordering

information rather than in their selection of it.

Instead of comparing two different writing tasks, another study conducted for Project 4

compared a reading task with a task that entailed writi-g based on a source text. The question

guiding this study, Effects of Writing Strategies on Learning through Writing, was: Does writing

about a text facilitate learning its content in a way that studying it does not? Findings suggest that

essay writing encourages critical reflection about the material in a text and elaboration of the ideas

and information presented by the text. However, study-reading can lead to acquisition of more

knowledge of the content of the text If a teacher is interested in students' merely acquiring factual

knowledge from a text, the most appropriate task may not be writing an essay. The 40 students in

the study experienced both conditions but with different texts for the two tasks so thaz comparisons

could be made of the same individuals across tasks. Think-aloud protocols of students verbalizing

their thoughts while reading and writing showed a level of engagement with the material in the

essay-writing condition that was not present in the study-reading condition. Writing seems better

suited for the purpose of critically examining information than for acquiring it The study indicates

that strategies leading to "good writing" do not necessarily lead to "good learning." For instance,
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planning the text and thinking about one's audience were both negatively related to performance on

the learning measure.

How do students' conceptions of disciplinary writing change over time as the students gain

more knowledge of a discipline? In Project 4 we have also been investigating how students

acquire the knowledge that allows them to perform the complex writing tasks required in their

courses. Two investigations have tracked changes that occur over time, one dealing with changes

over the course of one semester in a single class and the other dealing vvith changes over six

semesters of a college career.

Authorship and AL. ority: Students' Conceptions of the Writing of History is a naturalistic

inquiry that was situated in a college history class in "Twentieth Century America." It was the only

history class that these 32 students, juniors and seniors, would be taking, and one of the

professor's stated goals for the course was for them to learn to think like historians. He wanted

tht course "to introduce more of the processes of history and the tools of the historian." He placed

great value on writing as a way to accomplish this objective. Through questionnaires, interviews,

and text analyses, we traced changes in students' concepts about the writing of historyabout the

nature of authorship in the discipline of history. Most of the students entered the class with an

archivist view, believing that history is limited to the chronicling of facts. For instance, one

student said, "History is an official record of all events that helped send us where we are now,"

and another stated that "it is what has happened. It is a chronicle of the past. . . . History is data

that is kept in a file cabinet." They tended to see historians as recorders, those who "gather facts

and information and organize the material for future use." Their comments suggested that they

considered historical texts as authoritative but almost authorless. ihey presented themselves as

uncritical readers of history in the sense that they were unaware of the role the historian played in

shaping meaning. In contrast to the students' archivist perspective, the instructor held an

interpretive view, defining history as "our perception and our interpretation of events." For him

historians make claims about the relationship of historical events by imposing a plausible
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framework on the events of history and by assessing the fit of this framework at different junctures

in history.

This semester-long study of students in this history course provides evidence of how

students working within a discipline that is new to them can adopt different ways of knowing.

Over the course of the semester, as students performed writing assignments that required them to

interpret events, most of them took more critical perspectives. At the end of the course, a

significant number of students had moved from the archivist view to an interpretive view,

acknowledging, as their instructor did, the contribution of historian as author. The study shows

clear links between learning about the nature of writing in a discipline and learning about the nature

of knowledge in that discipline.

The other study tracing changes over time, Undergraduates Writing in Their Discipline:

Learning to Write and Writing to Learn, followed a group of six students from their freshmanyear

to their senior year. We studied changes in their perceptions of writing and authorship in their

discipline as well as changes in their ability to perform literacy tasks in their discipline. These

students were all psychology majors. (Although we began the study with history majc..s as well,

all of them changed majors or transferred to other schools.)

This inquiry employed a case-study methodology with various measures for tracking

students' individual paths of development as they became more immersed in the discourse and the

knowledge of their discipline. Data came from interviews, questionnaires, an abstract-writing

task, essays about their discipline, a rhetorical reading task (in which they verbalized their thoughts

as they read an article), and disciplinary maps (graphic representations of their discipline) as well

as papers they wrote for all of their courses. These different sources of information showed

students to be moving from an outsider perspective to an insider perspective in relation to their

discipline and its discourse. This can be seen, for instance, in the abstracts they wrote based on

psychology research articles. The first two years they told us that an abstract was a brief summary

that included only the "most important information," but the abstracts they wrote tended to be

reader-response statements. It was not until their junior year that they were able to take the
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researcher's perspective and include the essential elements of a research study in their abstracts. In

their readings of disciplinary texts, they also began to show much more attention to these elements,

assuming some authority as they critiqued the rationale for a particular study and the methods used

in conducting it. In their essays written at the end of their third year, they wrote about where they

as individuals fit into the disciplinesomething that did not appear in essays written the previous

yew. The questionnaires and interviews showed students acquiring more awareness of the nature

of writing in their discipline. They attributed this awareness, to some extent, to a course in

reseLch methods that all took during their junior year and to their own write-ups of a research

study for that course. This longitudinal study, like the study in the history class, illustrates the

important link between disciplinary knowledge and knowledge of discourse in the discipline.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

The research conducted in Project 4 can inform pedagogy in two major ways. First, the

studies show that instructors should carefully consider objectives when designing writing

assignments. Different essay assignments, even if based on the same sources, provide different

kinds of cognitive challenges and invite writers to construct different meanings (in terms of

organization and content). If the teacher's objective is students' acquisition of factual material,

essay writing may not be the most appropriate kind of task. Writing is appropriate if the goal is for

students to evaluate and to reflect upon the material.

Second, the studies suggest that knowledge of how texts are written in a discipline is

interlinked with knowledge of the content of a discipline. Instructors in the academic disciplines

can use literacy tasks for teaching the ways of knowing as well as the ways of speaking in the

discipline. Learning about the nature of authorship in the disciplines seems to help students

become more critical readers as well as more effective writers.
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PROJECT 5. UCB Project: Effective Instruction and ResponseTransition to Secondary

School in the U.S. and in Great Britain, a cross-cultural study of response and effective instruction

in Great Britain and the United States. Project Director: Sarah Warshauer Freedman.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

The first study in this project examines how students respond to one another's writing in

peer response groups in two ninth grade classrooms. The second set of studies compares the

teaching and learning of writing in the United States and in the United Kingdom, looking at the

work of successful teachers in both countries. The goal is less to compare the two systems than to

use the British example to stimulate a new look at our own ways of teaching and to examine them

critically and then to see what we have to learn from the contrasts. Although these studies began as

an examination of response to student writing, the approach became broader than that, especially as

new issues arose as a result of the U.S./U.K. comparisons.

The comparative studies fust involved national surveys in both the United States and the

United Kingdom. In the U.S. the survey data had been collected as part of an earlier study

(Freedman, Response to Studeni Writing, 1987). The sample included 560 elementary and

secondary teachers and 74.5 students at the secondary level. The U.S. surveys were revised for a

British audience and then were mailed to a sample of 135 primary and secondary teachersfrom

England, Scotland and Wales, and from private and state-supported schools. Paralleling the U.S.

design, questionnaires were sent to students at the secondary levelin the U.K. to 186 students.

Return rates averaged over 80% for the two countries. A full report of the survey design and

results is provided in CSW Technical Report No. 14 (Freedman & McLeod, National Surveys of

Successful Teachers of Writing and Their Students: The United States and the United Kingdom,

1988).

The second aspect of the comparative wadies involved a close look at teaching and learning

in relatively parallel classrooms in the two countries. For this part of the study, we focus on

students snaking the transition to middle or secondary school (from the equivalent of grades 6-9).
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We also focus on classrooms in urban areas, with ethnically and socioeconomically mixed

populations. Teachers collaborated with University-based research teams in each country and with

a teacher-partner from abroad. The teachers were paired, one in each country, and joined their

classes in a writing exchange. Through the exchanges, students in both countries, in their natural

instructional settings, carry out parallel writing activities. These parallel activities provide the

context for comparing the students' writing, their writing processes, and classroom practices.

Also, as the writing is sent from one country to the other, it is possible to observe reactions in one

country to what is written in another. We first conducted a pilot year to organize the exchange as

an activity. In this year five pairs of teachers participated. For the study, we included four pairs of

teachers. Although located in just four classrooms in each country, the exchanges provide multiple

perspectives on the teaching and learning of writing in the two countries: the researchers'

perspective, the teachers' perspective, and the students' perspective.

As part of the exchange project, the university researchers and the teams of teachers in each

country worked together to figure out how the exchanges could become the basis for supportive

and exciting learning environments for the participating students. Across the eight classrooms, the

teachers succeeded in creating these kinds of learning environments to varying degrees. Thus, the

cross-cultural comparisons include not just comparisons of static classmoms but of classrooms in

motion as they accommodate a new activity, the exchange. And so across the two countries, the

project also involves tracing a process of instructional change and how that process plays out when

coupled with a developing and ongoing university-school relationship. A full report on the

exchange project is provided in the Final Report for Project 5 (Freedman & McLeod, 1990).

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Peer response groups in ninth-grade classrooms

Analyses of the talk of ninth-graders in formally structured peer response groups in two

classrooms in the United States shows that they talk productively about the content of their writing
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but not about its form and that they refuse to play teacherly roles (especially roles that involve even

the most subtle and indirect evaluation of each other's writing).

Cross-cultural studies of the teaching and learning of writing in the United States

and the United Kingdom

National surveys of successful teachers and students at the secondary level in the United

Kingdom and the United States reveal that teachers in the United States who successfully

incorporate writing in their classrooms report that the primary importance of teaching writing is to

get students to think independently; in contrast, parallel British teachers are more interested in

having students share their imaginative experiences. We need to be alert, on the one hand, to the

possibility of mechanically forcing "critical thinking" or "independent thinking" and, on the other

hand, of opportunities to nourish the creative and imaginative as integral elements in the

development of writing and thinking skills. Through exchanges of writing between students in the

two countries, we have examined how students develop what we call their "critical imaginations";

through their writing, as they communicate aspects of their own cultures to foreign audiences, they

can be stimulated to think critically about their worlds and come to imagine new possibilities for

themselves and others.

The surveys also reveal that teachers in the United States attribute their success to their

curriculum and to the "process approach" to teaching writing, while British teachers are more likely

to atnibute their success to getting to know individual students. This difference appears to be

related to the fact that teachers in the United States work within institutional contexts in which it is

difficult to get to know individual students while British schools support this value; the different

institutional contexts in the two countries both reflect and reinforce the values in the cultures about

the importance of getting to know individual snidents. Institutional differeaces include the

following:
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1. At both the primary and secondary levels, in the United States teachers rarely keep the

same students for longer than a semester or year; British teachers often teach the same students for

several years.

2. British secondary schools span the equivalent of U.S. grades 6-12. Studies of their

structures show that they commonly are divided into smaller units called year groups and then tutor

groups of approximately 25 students of the same age within a year group. Students take most of

their courses with their tutor poup with teachers assigned to the group and stay with their tutor

group for most of their courses for the equivalent of grades 6-8. One teacher, the "form tutor," is

assigned to each group to guide them through their secondary school years. By contrast, although

U.S. middle and junior high schools are relatively small, high schools are as large as British

secondary schools and have no formal subdivisions.

3. Not just at the primary level but also at the secondary level, mixed-ability teaching is

promoted and has become institutionalized in many British schools, especially in the London area.

Our qualitative studies in four British mixed-ability English classes show that along with mixed-

ability teaching has come reorganized classrooms in which teachers rarely address the whole class

for more than five to ten minutes to get the lesson started and to conclude it, but rather work with

small and heterogeneous groups to provide more focussed individual attention. The students

perform varied tasks at varied rates as they work collaboratively with their peers. Teachers see

their job as setting contexts that will motivate students to write in a variety of ways and then

negotiating with their students about what they will do. Although much of the professional

literature in the U.S. advocates negotiation, it has a different cast than the British ideas about

negotiation. In England, one teacher described the negotiation of the 90s as having similarities to

the learner-centered classrooms of the 60s but with a "harder edge." There are definite

expectations that students will have experiences with all types of writing; what remains flexible is

when those experiences will take place, with the classroom saucture and school organization set to

promote that flexibility. Finally, the focus of the 90s is on community-building with plentiful

social interaction and common group experiences, with the community open enough to allow
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individual needs to be met but not with the primary focus on the individual. Mixed-ability teaching

at tbe secondary level is relatively rare in the United States, and mixed-ability teaching is not

coupled with radical reorganizations of the classroom.

4. The British national examination system is tied to a two-year course of study (during the

equivalent of U.S. grades 9-10). The qualitative studies in two examiLation classes show that this

structure supports teachers in taking a collaborative role to help their students do well on the

examinations; by contrast, teachers in the United Suites are the evaluators and are placed in an

oppositional role to their students. Although classroom teachers often participate in the grading of

the national examinations, they are not the final or only judge. 'The qualitative studies in the classes

of younger students (equivalent of grades 7 and 8) show that even before the examination course,

teachers in Britain give few grades (e.g., they rarely evaluate individual pieces of writing but

instead evaluate portfolios produced over some period of time).

Qualitative studies in eight classrooms, four in London and four in the San Francisco Bay

Area, show that young adolescents (grades 6-9) become engaged by school writing when it is

valued not just by the teacher but also by the peer group. This kind of social embedding is critical

for important academic activities. When students are completely engaged in their writing, the

writing functions in classrooms in ways that students gain status with their peer groups. For some

students, doing well in school and writing well is consistent with peer group values; for others,

school success and writing are not valued by the peer culture. In these cases, teachers have to

build structures that embed writing into the peer culture. For example, as part of this project,

students in classes in England and the United States exchanged writing across an academic year.

In some of these classes, the exchanges proved highly engaging for traditionally disaffected

students; in others they did not. The exchange writing was most successful when teachers created

environments in which students could gain status with theirpeers by "interacting" with the students

from abroad. In these cases, they gained peer status (and their writing developed) when they

wrote in ways that would allow them to be "recognized" or "heard" by students in the other

country. Further, student writing progressed most when teachers understood and made room for



diverse students with diverse needs and whey., they helprd students gain conscious control over

what would and would not please their distant audience.

In the eight classrooms in the qualitative study, the writing from England was longer and

better developed than writing from students in the United States encept for students in the United

States tracked as "gifted," who wrote about the same amcunt as a British mixed-ability class at

their age level.

Teachers of the four British classes in the qualitative study have professional opportunities

that do not exist for their counterparts in the United States. These opportunities help the British

teachers advance professionally while they remain in the classroom. The opportunities are well-

integrated into the institutional structures of their schools and allow successfv: teachers to

contritute to school improvement and receive credit locally for their efforts. For example, some

British teachers are in charge of helping "probationers" or fust-year teachers, in essence extending

the tirne of teacher preparation beyond the university course. Some teachers assist university

lecturers as they meet with and are in charge of clusters of student teachers in a given subject area

assigned to their school. When British teachers act as head of their departmwts, they are selected

for their expertise as a teacher and for their ability to keep the teachers at thl forefront of their

disciplinary area. Such responsibilities carry with them promotions and changes in title. This kind

of teacher pmfessionalization also provides leadership to help make needed changes in instructional

practicee.g., the shift to classrooms full of student talk, with teachers assuming collaborative

roles; a shift to extended writing that involves students in thinking deeply and using their "critical

imaginations."

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

These comparative studies show that we could require much more writing from secondary

school students, engaging them in lengthy and extended projects which they would complete

across time. They also show that teachers can attend to the needs of their varied students and
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nurture their development more easily if they teach them for longer than a single year. Students'

individual needs can best be met in the context of a close-laiit learning community.

Couiparisons of raixed-ability (most common in England) and tracked (most common in

the United States) classes show brim-cant benefits for mixed-rbility teaching when such teaching

has the proper 'Anstitutional supports and when teachers reorganize instruction so that they can meet

the needs of the varied students in the group. Teachen need to move out from behind their desks

and into the classroom, promoting much student talk and gradually helping students assume

responsibility for their learning. Teacheis need to be flexible enough to encourage students to

work on varied projects and to accouunodate a variety of student interests and needs; at the same

lane, they need to be certain that they are setting contexts that will work to encourage maximal

student growih.

Even the mvst disaffected students can be engaged in serious literacy activities in school.

For these students, the activities roust be designed so that they assume value in the peer goup.



PROJECT 6. UCB Project: Effects of Instruction on Performance in Science and in Writing

Transition to Secondary School, a five-year study focusing on writing and learning in science.

Project Directors: Mary Sue Ammon and Paul Ammon.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Despite recent interest in writing across the curriculum, most current research and practice

does not directly address the question of how writing might best be used to help students gain

better understandmgs of the concepts that are central to a given subject.

This project examined writing as it relates to instniction in science for students making the

transition from elementary to high school. However, the overall goal was to generate implications

regarding the effective use of writing nct only for teaching junior high school science, but for

teaching other subjects and other grade levels :Ls well. Thus the project was concerned quite

generally with "writing across the curriculum" and "writing to learn." A taxonomy of goals

envisioned by "writing across the curriculum" is contained in Figure 1. Bold print is used in the

figure to identify the present project's emphasis on students writing about their own

understandings with regard to key concepts in a subject, and the curved arrows indicate potential

contributions such writing can make to the attainment of other learning objectives.

The decision to focus on a single subject area (science) and a specific age range (late

elementary to early high school) reflected two prime considerations. Fust, advances in the use of

writing to learn seemed most likely to come from studies employing detailed analyses of particular,

key understandings to be attained in a given subject, and such analyses could be guided by work

that had already been done on the development of understandings in science as children become

adolescents. The second consideration was the widespread perception that the outcomes of

secondary education are especially problematic in science, and that students often fail to attain the

higher-level understandings thatare required for pwcress in science as they move from elementary

to high school.
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Figure 1
Taxonomy Of Goals For

Writing Across The Curi!culum
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Informed by such literatures as those on writing across the curriculum, on cognition and

cognitive development, and on science education, the project was comprised of three major

studies. The first involved groups of 12 sixth-graders and 12 tenth-graders who came from urban

schools and were quite diverse in achievement level and socio-cultural background. These

students were asked individually to perform a series of physical science experiments on

displacement and buoyancy of solid objects in liquids, and then to describe and explain, in four

separate pieces of writing, what they had observed in the experiments. Their writing was then

carefully analyzed to determine how well and in what ways it revealed the conceptual

understandings that had been uncovered by clinical interviews with the students while they were

performing the experiments, and to see how their we ting varied across problem content.

The second study was based on observation of two ninth-grade physical science classes

twice a week for an entire school year in a large suburban high school. These classes were taught

by an experienced and highly regarded teacher whohad been making frequent use of writing as a

part of his instruction for some time. One class was enrolled with 26 students in the school's low,

"non-academic" track, while the other class contained 31 students in the high, "honors" track. The

students in both classes were, again, quite diverse in terms of socio-cultural background. In

addition to observing, the investigators collected samples of all the writing the teacher had the

students do (notes, a,..,ignments, exams, etc.), and interviewed both the teacher and students about

their experience with the use of writing in science. The investigators and the teacher also

collaborated in trying out some new writing activities. The purpose of this work was to determine

exactly how wr:ting was or might be used and perceived by participants in the two classes, as a

basis for considering more generally how writing could best be used to facilitate concept learning

in a classroom setting, and as background for the project's third study.

Study 3 was canied out in both of the ninth-grade classes during the spring semester.

Students were asked to perform and write about some experimenu on displacement and buoyancy

similar to those used in Study 1. In this case, however, the experimenting and writing were done

as regular laboratory and class activities. In addition, two days later, all students were asked to
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reread and revise what they had written immediately after each of the laboratory sessions, and

prior to revisingsome students met with the investigators in one-on-one conferences to review

and discuss what they had said in their original pieces of writing. The principal goal of this activity

was to explore the effects of experimenting, writing, conferencing, and revising on the students'

understandings of displacement and buoyancy. Thus pre- and post-test measures of content

understanding were administered before and after each of the laboratory-plus-writing sequences.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

This section contains a discussion of the results of our research and the pedagogic

implications of these results.

1. Writing can be an effective and gfficient way to reveal different levels of understanding

that students have of scientific content and, thercfore, it providesa good basis for arranging further

learning aperiences that are geared to the students' current levels 42 understanding. However,

current teaching practices frequently do not include the type of writing that can best achieve these

purposes.

Observations from this project on the writing activities in content area classrooms (Study 2)

are in accordance with those who report that a mgjority of conftnt area teachers are more inclined to

use writing to help students review information that has been presented in texts or lectures, than to

assess students' initial thinking or to help them reformulate and extend their knowledge.

However, when students try to reproduce a "correct answer" already provided them, their writing

frequently reflects the learning of memorized phrases and scientific terminology, and generally

provides few clues into their own thiniting before or after instruction.

To illustrate the problems associated with writing about received information, a student,

Frances, was assigned to use a "mind map" as a basis for summarizing what had been taught on

the topic. Frances was able to perform this task by stringing together phrases and terms from the

mind map, and did so well enough to receive full credit for the assignment. However, she

provides no evidence that she understands the sequence of events in beach formation. A look at

r- o
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her writing on her exam makes it ob ious that the "mind map" represented in only a very indirect

way the ldnds of problems that were present in her thinking about the process of erosion and the

movement of sediments by streams, ocean currents, and waves. The terms and phrases she

provided tended to mask difficulties in her conceptualizations.

In this project, the results of three studies have suggested that explanatory writing is much

more likely to reveal conceptualizing when it is produced before instruction and in response to

problems with which students have had some experience, but are not yet likely to have

conceptualized in a completely differentiated and integrated way. An example of this type of

writing is found in response to the "cork and botAle" experiment which students in Studies 1 and 3

performed and wrote about, without prior instruction. In the experiment, the release of the cork

from the tank of water into the bottle causes the water level in the bottle to drop, while the water

level in the tank remains the same. As shown in Table 1, students have several different ways of

explaining the drop in bottle water level, and these different explanations reflect qualitative

differences in their understandings about volume, density, displacement, buoyancy, physical

forces, air as substance, and so on, all of which are of general relevance to physical science.

Julie's writing represents a way of thinking about the experiment that is listed as number 3 in

Table 1:

When I released the cork, the cork floated to the top of the bottle. The water level in the
bottle went down while the water level in the tank went up. I think this is because the cork
took up some of the space in which the air occupied. But the air has nowhere to go inside
the bottle but down. So the air pushes the water and cork down and occupies that space.
The amount of water actually in the bottle, thus, lessens. The water that was in the bottle
has to go somewhere and the only place it can go is in the tank, so it goes into the tank,
n3aldng the water level in the tank go up so dwe's more water in the tank.

It is interesting to note that Julie, like many other students with the same way of thinking, reported

a rise in the tank water level that did not actually occurapparently because such a rise seemed

consistent with an explanation in which the movement of water from bottle to tank was not closely

associated with the cork'i movement from tank to bottle. Thus, students' understandings are

revealed not only by their explanations but also by their descriptions of what they have observed.
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Table 1

Types and Characteristics of Conceptualization
"Cork and Bottle" Displacement Experiment

1. (Because of the greater density of
water, gravity pulls more strongly
on the water than the cork, and thus)
water displaces the cork upward and
fills space previously occupied by
the rising cork, making room for the
air that the cork displaces when it
breaks the water's surface.

2. The cork displaces (or forces) some
water out of the bottle (and may then
fill some of the space previously
occupied by the air).

3. The cork displaces (or pushes on) air
in the bottle, which then displaces
(or pushes) some water out of the
bottle.

4. The rising cork breaks a barrier as it
passes through the mouth of the
bottle, allowing water to escape from
the bottle (and possibly letting or
bringing air in).

5. The weight of the floating cork pushes
the water down (and the air may
expand to fill the space at the top of
the bottle).

6. The cork absorbs some water inside
the bottlo It the cork takes more air
to the top of the bottle.

7. A sinking object normally makes the
water level rise, so a rising object
makes the water level fall.

S. An object put in a container of water
makes the water level rise, but since
the container is upside down, the
water level in this cue falls.
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Qualitative

Uses single system to explain all results;
Has sense of mechanism;
Reconstructs progressive transformations;
Has xternal forces version of displacement;
Understands role of density & volume in

displacement:
Differentiates inferred event (water movement)

from salient result (bottle water level drop).

Uses single system: Has sense of mechanism:
Reconstructs transformations;
Clearly focuses explanation on displacement;
Has quantified & general understanding of volume

but may overexclude other factors;
Differentiates inferred event from salient result.

Uses single system for all asserted results;
Has sense of mechanism; Centers on end result and

reconstructs causality forward from that point;
Focuses on gither displacement gs. "local force"

(force inherent in cork)
Has generalized notion of volume

(e.g.. applied to water, cork, and air).

Uses single system for changed state "o'oserva.
tions" but tank result (absence of change) not integrat

Sees object (cork) only as local force, not as
occupying space;

Views air/water pressure as static equilibria
(not active forces),

May explain both bottle "results" (but separately);
Sees cork as force, not occupying space;
Exclusively focuses on role of object "weight"

in displacement:
Shows some differentiation of air & space

Focuses on single salient result;
Has qualitative but nongeneral sense of volume;
Centers on properties of object material salient

in flotation (beginning qualitative appreciation
of density)

Focuses on single salient result:
Analyzes similarities & differences between

displacement situations & applies negative
operation to result;

Views cork as occupying 2.1) position, not 3-D space

Focuses one at a time on surface correspondences of
objects and end states in associated experiments;

Links 1 to 1 correspondences to causal judgment
(Judgment results from surface compensation of
single, salient result);

Views objects as having particularized, dynamic, quAtiles.
Only partially separates size dimensions and -,cight



This sort of relatlitrely brief writing activity, sequenced at the beginning of a unit of study,

seems likely to have the advantage of being seen by content area teachers as more connected with

the teaching of subject matter, and as less problematic in terms of the necessity and manner of

grading. Despite the call by many writing researchers for more extended writing in the content

areas, long research papers or essays may not always promote either better thinking or better

writing. Perhaps the goal of having students "think more deeply" has been mistakenly interpreted

as implying that they must therefore write at greater length. It seems more likely that teachers in

subject area classes will implement short explanatory pieces of writing because they can be

repeatedly integrated into instructional sequences and are not seen as conflicting with a teacher's

subject-specific goals. Such writing has the potential of benefiting the learning of subject matter if

it is used to make students' thinking explicit, so that further classroom discussions and activities

make better contact with their ways of conceptualizing.

Observations of the implementation of short, more constructive pieces of explanatory

writing also suggest that students who vary widely in age, school achievement, and English

literacy skills can and will do writing of this sort. They see such writing tasks as more manageable

and engaging than most, because they are not being asked to reproduce someone else's reasoning,

which they may not have understood. Some students with previous histories of nonparticipation

and failure to submit written assignments have willingly performed such writing for this project,

sometimes persisting in their writing efforts for surprisingly long periods of time.

Though students' past experiences vary, and though the specific content of a situation

affects the reasoning strategies students use, there iz remarkable consistency with regard to the

difficulties students have in explaining particular science phenomena and with regard to the

alternative types of explanations they offer for those phenomena. Most science educators today

have begun to realize that unless instruction deals with initial conception, students will not integrate

and use new information in other problems and contexts. The short samples of constructive

explanatory writing collected in this project have proved to be rich in information which can be

used to make hypotheses about student conception. Moreover, our analysis of data from the first
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study showed a remarkable degree of correspondence between estimates of students' thinking

based on writing and those based on more extended clinical interviews.

By characterizing various types and dimensions of conception regarding problems

presented to students, and by identifying ways in which writing reveals conceptions, this project

has focused on the intellectual struggles and partial insights that mark conceptual development,

rather than on "misconceptions" which (to use a sickness metaphor) must be diagnosed and cured.

Frameworks such as the one in Table 1 have already proven helpful in communicating to teachers

how knowing and learning in a content area such as science might be redefmed, and how writing

can function as a means of formative evaluation in a classroom focused on conceptual change

rather than the acquisition of information.

2. Certain features of student writing seem to be especially useful for distinguishing

different levels of content understanding, while others seem more related to age and to general

development in the ability to perform academic writing tasks.

In Study 1 of this project, a contrastive analysis was performed on writing samples

produced by sixth- and tenth-grade students with higher- and lower-level content understandings,

as established by means of interviews conducted with them while they perfomied the experiments

they subsequently wrote about. The goal of this analysis was not only to find differences in the

writing of students at different levels of conceptualization, but to determine whether the differences

in writing identified empirically made sense theoretically, in terms of the ways students were

thinking about the particular science content.

Studenu with better understandings of the experiments wrote longer pieces and devoted a

greater percentage of their writing to explanation than to description. This general result makes

sense in that such students seemed able to generate mote coherent and unifying causal principles to

account for all the observed phenomena (see Table 1 for the development of this "single system"

qualitative characteristic across the ways of thinking about the cork and bottle experiment).

Students with better understandings also more often reconstructed transformations by elaborating

object movement sequences, using direct expressions of causality in their explanations, and
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referring less often to general object features or qualities of the materials in the experiments (see,

for example, the explanations by Adam versus Eric and Sam in Table 2, or the contrast between the

second and the sixth ways of thinking about the cork and bottle problem in Table 1).

Students who thought about the content in more advanced ways were more likely to

differentiate key concepts lexically. That is, they tended to signal their understanding of important

conceptual distinctions by employing different linguistic expressions for them (though these

sometimes deviated from accepted scientific terminology). An important aspect of conceptualizing

that affected explanations regarding all four of the experiments was the extent to which students'

ideas about volume and density could be applied generally to all substances. For example, some

students, like Wells and Eric, understood that air is a substance of low density, rather than

something without substance, and they signalled this understanding in their writing by their

consistent choice of different terms for air and space (see part 2 of Table 2). Other students, who

were confused in their conceptualizations of air, either used one term to mean both space and a less

dense/lighter substance (see David's use of the term "air" and Kerry's use of the amalgamated

expression "air space" ) or, like Adam, used separate terms ambiguously and inconsistently.

Students who understood buoyancy better used more comparative and contrastive

expressions in their writing, which probably stemmed from their desire to express contrasts among

the densities of different obje..:ts and liquid media that produced different results with regard to

floating and sinking. For example, Eric's comparative statements that "the molecules of liquid B

are more dense than those of A" and "the molecules of A were not dense enough to support the

object" indicate that he saw liquid B as being higher than A on a single continuum of density (see

part 3 of Table 2).

In contrast to these examples of writing features that are related to level of

conceptualization, featuns related more closely to age had to do with overall organization,

rhetorical focus, and the orientation of the writing to the specifications of the prompt For

example, younger students tended to create connections betweensentences by repeating rather than

paraphrasing or pronominalizing predicates, and they tended to make fewer connections between
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Table 2
Examples Illustrating Features of Student Writing

Related to Level of Conceptualization or Age

1&IlualitaiirilL.121flarrai_ExalanaLlans
Ejorated object moven!

ERIC--GRADE 10--MEDIUM TASK: "The molecules of A were not dense enough tosupport the object."
SA M--GRADE 10--CORKS TASK: "The water couldn't flow out of the bottle, or theair would be forced to fill tbe empty space, thinning, creating a partial

vacuum, and sucking the water back in.."
EadyLjigicrjzignjd_absitajealurgi

ADA M--GRADE 10--MEDIUM TASK: "...the substance of liquid B didn't have
anything in it to make the tire float."

I

2. Lexical Differentiatiou
Differentiated Linguistic Expressions

W ELLS--GRADE 10--CORKS TASK: "When the cork reached the surface of the water
in the bottle and floated there, it took up some space (air-space) which had
previously been filled by air molecules. The air molecules had to have
somewhere to go so..."

ERIC--GRADE 10--CORKS TASK: "Because the cork is light and has air in it, it
will float. Wherever it is, it will take up space. When it is at the top of the
liquid in the bottle, it will take up space the air there used to occupy..."

Single Term or Inconsistent Terminolosv for Different Concepts
DA VID--GRADE 6--CORKS TASK: "I think when the cork went in some of the water left

because the (cork) needed more air. I think that with the air the cork floated."
KERRY--GRADE 6--CORKS TASK: "...I then put two more corks in...The air space wentup, or got more space, and tbe water level in the tank stayed the saint. If morecorks were released...the water level would go down, and the air space, larger.
AD AM--GRADE 10--CORKS TASK: "The reason the air left in the bottle got

bigger is because the cork took up more space and forced the water level down.This provided more room for the air to occupy...If more corks were
released under the bottle...the amount of air in the bottle would be greater."

3_ Predicate Cohesion
Comparative_ and Controtive Expressions

ERIC--GRADE 10--MEDIUM TASK: "The molecules of liquid B are more dense than
those of A...The molecules of A were not dense enough to support the object."

Predicate Pronominalization and Paraphrase
WELLS-- GRADE 10--CORKS TASK: "When the Cork was released underneath the

bottle, it floated up until it was partway above the surface of the water in the
bottle. When the cork did this a number of changes occurred. The water leel
in the bottle went down, the water level la the teak went up. The reason for
these occurrences can be explained by displacement. When the cork reachedthe surface of the water in the bottle and floated there, it took up some space
(air-space) which had previously been filled by air molecules."

factigan11gRaiiian
DAV1D--GRADE 6--CORKS TASK: "When I put a bottle of water upside down and let

a cork go though the top of the water the water level sank. I think the water
level sank because when the cork went into the bottle some of the water was
pushed out. I think when tbc cork went in some of the water left because
the (cork) needed more air. I think that with the air the cork floated."
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nonadjactnt sentences (contrast David's writing with Well's in part 3 of Table 2). They also were

less likely to focus on the central events to be covered as directed in the prompt.

Although the differences in writing associated with age or grade level might be attributed to

differences in overall writing skill, it does not appear to be true that lower-level writing skill

prevents students from expressing their thinking. While the sixth-graders in Study I generally

wrote shorter pieces than the tenth-graders, some sixth-graders were classified as understanding

the content as well as or better than some tenth-graders. In addition, some students in a tenth-

grade science class for language-disabled students were able to communicate high levels of

conceptueimion in their writing, even though their pieces were clearly less satisfactory in tetras

of the quality of exposition.

In sum, it seems likely that a knowledge of conceptually relevant writing features, together

with a knowledge of the conceptual levels they relate to, would help teachers to make good use of

student writing in understanding where students are in their thinking about content, and in planning

further experiences to promote better conceptualizations of the subject matter.

3. Writing samples such as those collected for this project could be used as examples in

training teachers to assess students' content understandings through their writing.

Samples of student writing from the present project have been shared and discussed with

several audiences of educators, such as classes of student teachers, an entire high school faculty, a

statewide conference for school districtadministrators, and a national seminar for elementary and

middle school principals. Interest in the writing samples has generally run high among these

educators, and they have at least begun to appreciate the kinds of insights that such writing can

provide, even though they have only hadat mostvery brief introductions to the kinds of

content undemandings that can be revealed through the writing, and to the kinds of text features

that tend to signal differences in understanding.

These observations are encouraging. They suggest that the use of writing for ongoing

assessment of students' understandings is something that makes sense to practitioners, and that it

would be worthwhile to engage teachers in more systematic and extended efforts to help them
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become effective users of writing for this purpose. Teacher training efforts of this sort would be

informed by research that examines the ways in which students come to understand key concepts

in a given subject, and the ways in which their understandings are likely to be revealed in writing,

as in the present project. Also important for teacher training are data on the most productive ways

for teachers to respond to and follow up on whatever writing their students have done.

4. Writing assignments seem more likely to contribute to better understandings when they

are treated not Just as ends in themselves, but as steps towardfurther instructional activities.

Immediate follow-up activities might include discussions focused on the ideas expressed in

students' writing, or additional laboratory experiences involving variations on experiments the

students have written about. Eventually students might be asked to write on new topics involving

similar concepts. Teachers would attempt to plan and guide these activities in light of the

understandings revealed in the earlier writing. For example, students who wrote something like

Julie's piece about the cork and bottle experiment could profit from further discussion of exactly

when water began leaving the bottle after the cork was released. They might also perform and

write about a variation of the experiment in which the cork is released into a bottle filled completely

with dyed water, to demonstrate the independence of water leaving the bottle from a drop in the

water level (which would not occur in this case).

The present emphasis on coonlinating writing with follow-up activities is not meant to deny

the possibility that students might immediately gain new insights from the initial experience of

writing itself. In the interviews conducted as part of Study 2, many students reported that writing

in class sometimes helped them realize that they did not understand the content as well as they had

initially thought. Moreover, some students in the higher track said that such a discovery would

lead them to more thinking on their own. (In contrast, lower-track students said they would ask

the teacher to explain what they did not understandapparently because they were not accustomed

to the thought that they might have relevant ideas themselves.) There was also evidence of

students occasionally changing their thinking about the content in the very process of generating a

piece of writing. But these instances of progress in learning based entirely on one's own activity
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as a writer seem rather modest and limited in comparison to what might be accomplished through

further instructional activities that are informed by and focused on the understandings already

expressed in writing.

Post-writing discussions might also include attention to the ways in which students'

understandings have been expressed. However, a focus on the writing itself does not appear to be

particularly useful if the goal is for individual students to exercise some initiative in revising their

own writingat least not with young students who are relatively inexperienced with the kind of

explanatory writing emphasized here, or with the process of revision. In Study 2 it was found that

students in the two ninth-grade science classes generally did little writing about their own

explanations, and were not asked to do any revision at all. Then, when they were asked to revise

the explanatory pieces they had written in Study 3, they tended either to make rather minor changes

or to make no changes at alleven those students who were asked to reread and reconsider their

original writing in individual conferences with the investigators. On the other hand, conversations

focused on exploring the ideas that students had expressed in their writing did provoke some new

thinking. And, in subsequent class discussions, some students in the higher-track class went even

further in proposing new hypotheses and experiments, much to the delight of the teacher.

While revision does not appear to be a very productive sort of follow-up activity,

subsequent writing on a conceptually-related topic may be more promising. This sort of writing

would have the advantage of providing longitudinal data on a student's progress in coming to

understand key concepts over longer periods of time, consistent with the current interest in

portfolio assessment. It would also emphasize the goal in science of using the same key concepts

to explain a wide range of phenomena, and the goal in science instruction of helping students

understand such concepts in a truly general way.

In addition to promoting better content understandings, a more extended approach to

writing to learncombining writing-based assessment with follow-up activities and with

subsequent writing involving the same conceptsmay also foster development in writing and in

the ability to learn through writing itself. This hypothesis is supported by the finding in Study 1
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that more elaborated writing generally goes along with more elaborated thinking about the content,

and by theoretical arguments regarding the importance of a "constructed audience" in the writing

processan audience whose questions and concerns may be better appreciated after the writer has

participated in discussion of the content with a real audience.
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PROJECT 7. Center for the Study of Reading Project Synthesis of Research in Writing and

Reading, a project to provide information to practitioners about what is known about reading and

writing relationships and to set the agenda for future research.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Do children become better readers and more effective writers when reading and writing are

taught separately or when reading and writing are taught in tandem? Do young children who are

encouraged to write about things they have read and to read aloud what they have written become

more enthusiutic and motivated learners? These questions and others like them concerned with

effective ways to teach writing and reading were the focus of Project 7.

In the everyday world, the ability to integrate writing and reading skills is required at

almost every turn. Candidates for even the most menial jobs are generally expected to read,

comprehend, and complete employment applications. Professional and white-collar workers are

routinely called upon to wite memos, letters, reports, and proposals that reflect some degree of

clarity and organization.

In the classroom, however, writirg and reading are sometimes taught as separate subjects,

and one result has been the separation of comprehension skills from communication skills, both of

which are crucial to learning and critical thinking. As data from the 1981 and 1986 National

Assessment of Educational Progress make clear, many of today's high school students are

incapable of writing an effective persuasive essay, are unable to respond critically to essays written

by others, and cannot generate ac analytical response to what they have read. It is hardly

surprising, then, that educators are increasingly recognIzing the advantages of combining

instruction in these subjects.

Project 7, a collaborative effort with the Center for the Study of Reading at the University

of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, was &signed to synthesize information on the integration of

reading and writing in the clusroom. The results are reported in Collaboration Through Writing

and Reading: Exploring Possibilities, edited by Anne Haas Dyson and published by the National
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Council of Teachers of English. The six chapters of the book address basic questiovis about

reading and writing relationships that are rich in their implications for literacy teaching and

learning. Specifically:

What similarities and differences exist between writing and reading?

How do people of varied ages use writing and reading in the home and in the school?

How have writing and reading traditionally been used in the classroom? What historical forces

have influenced how writing and reading are taught in schools?

How does learning to read help one learn to write, and vice versa? How do both writing and

reading help students to learn in all areas of the curriculum?

What are examples of recommended good classroom practices for integrating reading and writing

with each other and with a variety of classroom activities? What kinds of support do teachers need

in order to bring about desired curriculum changes?

RESULTS AND STRATEGIES FOR PRACTICE

While there is no simple prescription for integrating reading and writing in the classroom,

teachers may plan for such integration by considering how their students might read, write, and

talk about information in complementary ways across areas of the curriculum. Educators who

use language processes in such integrated ways report social and personal growth among students

as class members, growth in their overall reading and writing proficiency, as well as improvements

in their learning, comprehension, and critical thinking in language arts and content area activities.

For example, in Columbus, Ohio, middle school and high school teachers use a cycle of

writing and reading activities that tie together exploration of themes from literature, such as "fear"

and "courage," with the study of how the author uses such litenry devices as plot and character

development to convey those themes. By using Edgar Allen Poe's "The Tell-Tale Heart," for

instance, students explore the theme of "irritation" and the ways in which the writer's choice of

words help the reader understand the way his characters feel.
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Before reading the story, the students discuss various people aud circumstances which

arouse feelings of irritation in them. They are then asked to write a description of the

circumstances and to describe their reactions as vividly as possible. After writing for five minutes

or so, students share their developing texts and discuss their ructions to strategies each student-

writer uses.

The teacher then directs the class to read "The Tell-Tale Heart" and encourages stude...., to

share their enjoyment of Poe's craft and his ability to give the reader an appreciation for the

irritation his characters feel. They discuss examples of Poe's descriptive language, and while

some students will claim that their own essays are more realistic, most revise and enhance their

texts by using more descriptive language.

These kinds of writing assignments strengthen the students' desire to read, and the reading

that they do improves their writing. By combining reading and writing activities, the students arc

better able to compare their individual experiences and the strategies used to present them. The

Columlris teachers comment that, overall, the young people become more committed to the writing

and reading processes. Those who are normally reluctant to write or read become more interested,

and, more important, their interest involves reflection, self-assessment, and critical analysis of the

text they read and the text they generate.

Another sample approach involves a kindergarten class also in Columbus, Ohio, in which

the teacher shares wordless picture books with her class and then gives the students the

opportunity to write their own stories to accompany the pictures. In one instance, one young

writer approached the tehcher and commented that she no longer liked what she had written,

because she failed to tell what the characters were thinking. The teacher asked her to rewrite the

story, thus providing the student with the opportunity to develop her ideas further.

The rewrite gave the student a chance to explore her understanding of written text its

structure, the use of dialogue from a reader's perspective, and the relation between pictures and

texts. In a single week, the child's spelling improved. Across two drafts, she included 92 words,

of which 52 were different. Among 20 words in common from the two drafts, 50 percent were
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spelled correctly, 15 percent moved toward coffection, and 15 percent became correct in the second

draft.

Project 7 offers several other illustrations of approaches to integrating language processes

in the classroom. When writing and reading are used to explore topics in literature, students'

understanding of the text may improve, their understanding and appreciation of the author's craft

may be heightened, and their attitudes toward leaning improved. When used together in the

elementary grades, writing and reading afford students the opportunity to learn conventional

spelling and conventional forms, enhance their ability to clarify and elaborate on ideas, and help to

develop their skills in reading critically both their own writing and the writing of others. When

used together in the content areas (e.g., history, biology), writing and reading become vehicles to

explore issues, solve problems, and discover new questions.

The above examples are only a few of the many instructional approaches teachers can use

to improve student literacy through integrating reading and writing. What is important is that

writing and reading can offer more if they are taught in tandem rather than if taught separately.

Smdents who are taught that reading and writing are collaborative activities often manifest greater

motivation to learn, express themselves more clearly, and arc better able to evaluate therselves and

to understand the world around them.
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PROJECT 8. UCB Project: Oral and Written Language, an investigation of the process and

product of writing, set against the background of oral lansiage production. Project Director:

Wallace Chafe.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Project 8 has investigated siwilarities and differences between spoken and written

language. People usually pay little attention to the way they talk under ordinary circumstances,

since the kind of language discussed in a school environment is almost always written language or,

to a limited degree, more formal modes of speaking. Although ordinary conversational language is

what most people use most of the time, our educational system has not recognized the relations

between that kind of language and the kind of language students are expected to write. Speaking

and writing are very different activities that often produce varieties of language which, when one

examines them systematically, appear to be quite distinct. This project, however, has been

especially concerned with pinpointing ways in which written usages emerge from spoken ones.

By identifying the seeds of writing in ordinary, conversational language, the project has aimed to

give students the ability to relate unfamiliar, unpracticed writing habits to habits of speaking that

are already totally familiar, though unconsciously so.

Language is produced under two very different conditions. In speaking, people move their

lungs, throats, and mouths to make noises that pass through the air and stdlce the ears of other

people who are usually in the immediate vicinity. In writing, people manipulate pens, pencils,

brushes, or keyboards to make marks that are usually seen by others at times and places quite

distinct from when and where the marks were made. Speakers, sharing a time and place, arc

usually free to interact, the person who produces the language at one moment becoming the person

who receives the language at the next. Writers, not sharing a time and place with their audiences,

usually find direct interaction impossible. Written language has adapted itself to this peculiar

environment by extending and modifying available linguistic resources to make them more

appropriate to the writing situation. Writers enjoy the freedom to fashion language in special ways
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that suit their special purposes. Nevertheless, the things they do with language are seldom if ever

completely foreign to spoken language, and it has been the goal of this project, not just to produce

a clearer understanding of spoken and written differences, but to identify particular features of

spoken language that writers build on to =ate effects that may at first seem peculiarly literary.

The project used an oral database consisting of samples of conversational language from a

varied population: three missionaries, a used-car salesman and his cousin, a group of students

preparing dinner, two farmers, and a mother and her two adult daughters having lunch together.

These materials were supplemented with twenty dinner table conversations recorded and processed

for an earlier study. The written language database included a variety ofgenres: personal letters,

academic papers, biographies, newspaper and magazine articles, and samples of written fiction

from different periods and styles. The conversational and written data were also compared with

varied samples of oral literature in an American Indian language unaffected by a tradition of

writing.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The results of the study were rich and diverse, but they can be illustrated with three specific

areas in which writing was found to extend or modify usages already present to some degree in

speaking. The first area involved a comparison between spoken prosody (pitch, stress, voice

quality, volume, tempo, and so forth) and written punctuation. The second involved what would

be thought of as a point of grammar: the way speakers and writers use grammatical subjects. The

third had to do with the treatment of immediate and displaced subject matter.

Prosody and Punctuation. One way in which writing appears to differ from speaking

is in the absence of "prosodic" features of language that depend on sound as opposed to sight. The

project began by investigating tht extent to which written punctuation reflects a "covert prosody":

a recognition by writers and readers of prosodic factors that writing is often thought to lack; in

uther words, the experiencing of auditory imagery as one is writing or reading. Whereas

grammarians, true to their profession, have often held that punctuation is for the most part
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determined by rules of grammar, this study found that prosodic factors actually play a predominant

role in punctuating. The conclusion was that the effectiveness of written language is considerably

influenced by an ability to use punctuation in ways that meaningfully reflect the writer's prosodic

intentions. The finding suggested that increased attention to prosodic usages in ordinary speech

and the way they may be represented in writing will be a positive step in improving writing quality.

Grammatical Subjects. The project investigated a number of features that would

traditionally be assigned to the arta of grammar. Realizing that teaching "grasnmar" in isolation has

been shown to have no effect on the quality of students' writing, the project looked forward to new

approaches to language structure that will enable students to appreciate how the form and function

of language interact.

One such domain of interaction involves grammatical subjects. Grammatical subjects have

a clear formal identity in the English language, and functionally they supply starting points for

adding new information as a speaker or writer expresses a sequence of ideas. It has been fruitful

to examine the extent to which subjects communicate already "given" ideas, in the sense of ideas

assumed to be already active in the audience's mind, as opposed to "new" ideas, those that are

newly activated within a particular discourse. It was found that grammatical subjects expressing

new information are quite rare in ordinary speaking. When they do occur, they were found to

exhibit two consistent properties: they are of trivial importance to the progress of the discourse,

and the speaker assumes that they already belong to the listener's knowledge base, to be

information that is already shared. Most of the few new information subjects thea occur in

conversational language, furthermore, function as sources of reported information: "Dr. Williams

told me . . ."

Writers are free to extend the use of new information subjects, but they do so to varying

degrees, always preserving some of the constraints discovered in conversational language. In a

Hemingway work it was found that the author maintained the conversational constraint that only

items of trivial importance are used as new information subjects. There were, however, a few

cases of unshared information whose treatment as subjects had the deliberate effect of introducing
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something with an element of suddenness and surprise. Thus, although Hemingway adhered for

the most part to the constraints of ordinary speaking, he exceeded them in a few instances to make

the reader share in a feeling of surprise that was experienced by his story's protagonist. A century

earlier, on the other hand, Hawthorne went much further in departing from spoken language

norms. Although nearly all of Hawthorne's new information subjects were also of trivial

importance, nearly all of them were unshared information, and they were verbalized in elaborate

noun phrases that included much identifying information. In this and other respects, Hawthome's

language diverged considerably from spoken language norms, but in a calculated and, for his

purposes, highly effective way.

Among the samples of nonfiction writing that were investigated, a passage from Time

magazine was found to be different still. The Time writing resembled Hawthorne with respect to

several properties of new information subjects: there were many of them; they were, with few

exceptions, of trivial importance to the content of the ardcle; and none of them conveyed shared

information. Most of them, however, differed from Hawthorne's new information subjects in

expressing a single function; they were sources of reported information: "Foreign Ministry

Spokesman Gennadi Gerasimov responded angrily . . ." Most new information subjects in

conversational language play this same role of information source, which has been extended and

exaggerated to fit the special needs of journalistic writing.

Immediacy and Displacement. One of the most remarkable properties of human

consciousness is its ability to focus on information that is not immediately available through its

interaction with the environment. This ability is so basic a part of human experience that it is

seldom noticed or remarked upon, but its importance to hurruut thought and language is profound.

Without it, people would be condemned to experiencing only their immediate perceptions, actions,

and feelings. With it, they are able to think, talk, and write about experiences they recall from the

past, project for the future, cot simply imagine. Displaced consciousness is crucial to language,

with respect not only to what people talk z.bout, but also to how they talk about it.
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The project found that the language used to express immediate and displaced experience

differs in a variety of ways. Ordinary speaking may be in either the immediate or the displaced

mode, and different kinds of language result Because writers and their audiences are removed

from direct contact and interaction, the immediate environment is usually much less relevant than it

is for speakers, with the result that writing deals almost exclusively in displaced ideas. Fiction

writers, however, may create special effects by transferring properties of immediate language to the

expression of displaced subject matter. In so doing they can create the illusion that as the language

is being written and read, an immediate experience is being relived. When the displacement is into

the past, the effect is that of a fictional narrator who has an unconstrained ability to recall past

events. But the displacement may also be with respect to the identity of the conscious self, and in

that case the language allows a reader to relive the experiences of a third person. In short, while

the distinction between immediate and displaced experience is already represented in conversational

speech, extending properties of immediate language to other times or other selves is a =solace that

fiction writers can exploit with often powerful effect

The project also explored consequences of the fact that writers of both fiction and

nonfiction may not represent an experiencing consciousness at all, but may pretend a detached or

omniscient point of view. While the absence of a represented consciousness may seem to depart

most strongly from ordinary spoken language, in fact it has its seeds in episodes of speaking that

report information acquired from others in prior conversations. Such third person reports,

common enough in conversational accounts of others' experiences, provide a model for usages that

appear in even the most detached varieties of expository writing.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

These briefly mentioned features suggest a few of the ways in which writing may draw on

resources incipiently present in conversational smiting to accommodate the -pecial demands of the

many varied purposes for which writing is used. The fmdings of this project that have been

disseminated to date have been well received by teachers, and further dissemination directed
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toward the teaching profession is planned. The immediate major product of this project, however,

is a book-length work titled Discourse, CollsCiOUsliess, andTime: The Flow and Representation

of COACCiOUS Experience in Speaking and Writing. Its primary audience will be researchers in

linguistics, education, English, and psychology, but articles based on it will be directed at writing

teachers.

Coordinate endeavors within this project have involved the provision of tools for research

on relations between spoken and written language. An extensive review of the literature on this

subject was prepared and published collaboratively with Deborah Tannen. Other publications that

emerged from the project in the category of tools include an article on methodology, and three

articles to appear in the Word International Encyclopedia of Linguistics. The preparation of a

large computerized corpus of spoken American English has begun at the University of California at

Santa Barbara, and it will eventually provide what is contemplated as a widely used source of data

on this most basic use of language.

Finally, the Project Director's experience with Native American oral traditions has led him

to compare features of spoken and written language with differences between various genres of

oral performance. The finding that oral literature mirrors some of the features of written literature

suggests the value of more classroom attention, not just to writing, but also to uses of speaking

that diverge from ordinary conversation. Awareness of similarities and diffe.-ences across all

genres of language use, spoken or written, and of the varied purposes and effects achieved by

these multiple options for language, is expected to contribute to clearer understandings of the

resources that are available to both speakers and writers. By placing writing within this broader

context of varied language use, the findings of this project will encourage teachers and students to

integrate more unfamiliar habits with more familiar ones, and thus facilitate and enrich what they

do with language in all its manifestations.



PROJECT 9. UCB Project: Effects of Instruction on PeiformanceTransition to the

University: Expectations of Excellence, a study of the similarities and differences between textbook

characterizations of successful student writing and the features of first-year college student texts

judged to be successful by their teachers and a panel of expert judges. Project Directors: Donald

McQuade and Nancy Sommers.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Project 9 focused on understanding the writing of students who were successfully making

the transition from the high school to the univeisity setting with its more stringent requirements for

academic discourse. By identifying the characteristics of award-winning essays written by

freshman English students and juxtaposing those characteristics to traditional standards of

excellencesuch as textbook prescriptions as to what constitutes successful prosewe hoped to

characterize and to provide a theoretical base for understanding what is praiseworthy about student

writing. In so doing, this project stands in contrast to much previous work on college writing,

which has sought to identify and prevent errors in students' texts, especially those by student

writers labelled "basic." It differs as well from the usual focus of college textbooks, which

typically catalogue lists of errors and offer advice for avoiding them. A telated goal of this project,

then, was to begin to refine and redefine the profession's understandhig of what constitutes

successful student writing, to orient college writing instruction toward helping students learn

"patterns of success" rather than teaching them how to avoid errors.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Metaphor as an Indicator of excellence

Although scholars and researchers have paid a great deal of professional attention during

the past two decades to identifying the cognitive strategies employed by writers as well as to the

benchmarks of the texts that "basic writers" produce, there have been few coiresponding efforts to

identify the features of student writing judged to be successful. Composition theorists,
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researchers, and practitioners have been far more conversant with the fundamental flaws of student

texts than with the features that distinguish successful student writing. It has also been the case

that professionals engaged in the study and teaching of writing have relied on imprecise

assessments of what constitutes the features and patterns of successful student writing. This

problem is exacerbated by the imperatives that condition the "how-to" advice of many composition

textbooks, strategies that are dominated by formulaic prescriptions for students to avoid error

rather than to exercise increasing authority over techniques designed to express the meanings these

students have. Thus, the first goal of Project 9 was to acknowledge the richness of expository

essays written by students.

Through an examination of several hundred prize-winning essays written by first-year

college students, we found that the nature and extent of the use of metaphor was a key indicator of

excellent student writing. That is, the essays judged successful used metaphor often and at

multiple textual levels. At the lexical level, students worked with simple images:

Up the road vestiges of a long-abandoned oil well scar the wooded hill. . . .

Lexical metaphor often extended to pull together syntactic elements:

. . . large portions of the linguistic puzzle, including those seemingly misrepresentative
titles, have fallen together into their illogical places.

Students used metaphor structurally as well, as in the following excerpts from an essay which was

organized around the link between rock music and the culinary:

Just as surely as a wine connoisseur would refuse to drink muscatel, and as a gourmet chef
would refuse to serve Spam, I refuse to listen to low-grade rock.

The Motown recipe consisted of relatively simple lyrics and intense rhythm and blues
backing music seasoned with slick pop craftsmanship. . . . Any comprehensive record
collection should be well marbled with them.

My album collection is peppered with choice cuts by these rock hems.
My rock library is thick with psychedelic flavor.

It is customary to expect literature to be metaphoric, to be "aesthetic," and to praise the elegant and

figurative language of canonical texts, and it is equally as common to consider composition as

prosaic and &dug. We have rarely assumed that student writing might be characterized by the
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nature and use of metaphor. Yet, the prize-winning student writing examined in our sample was

shot through with metaphoric uses of language at the above-mentioned textual levels.

Textbooks as proponents of traditional approaches to metaphor

Given the variety and extent of metaphor in the student essays we examined, we were also

curious about how metaphor is represented to students in post-secondary composition classes. For

one gauge of how composition teachers view metaphor, we surveyed the contents of the best-

selling composition textbooks, assuming that these texts are the best measure of shared

assumptions in the teaching community, and then supplemented the textbook analysis with written

surveys and telephone interviews of authors and instructors. We found that the leading texts we

analyzed resemble one another in startling ways in their treatment of metaphor, each implicitly

endorsing a uaditional, Aristotelian approach. That is, the typical textbook discussion viewed

metaphor as (1) a deviation from ordinary language (2) in the form of an imaginative comparison

(3) whose purpose is to make one's prose vivid or concrete. Metaphor was also commonly

represented as something of a rhetorical gamble: it either wins or loses big, with the implication to

the beginning writer to play it safe for a while. This traditional view of metaphor contrasts with

more recent theories of the nature of language, which posit that, rather than being a deviation for

special circumstances, metaphor permeates all language use. It is not only a matter of linguistic

form but of thought and action on the most basic level.

In the textbooks we sampled, the traditional view of metaphor as simply stylistic ornament

was often wedded to heavy-handed advice for student writers about how to incorporate (or not

incorporate) metaphor in their essays. For example, one best-selling text cautioned students:

You can go too far, of course. Your metaphors can be too thick and vivid, and the obvious
pun brings a howl of protest. . . . I have myself sometimes advised scholars not to use
them because they are so often overworked and so often tangled in physical impossibilities:
"The violent population explosion has paved the way for the new intellectual growth" looks
pretty gooduntil you realize that explosions do not pave, and that new vegetation does
not grow up through solid pavement. "Cleared" instead of "paved" would have made the
metaphor consistent. . . . [Metaphor] is dangerous. It should be quiet, almost unnoticed,
with all details agreeing, and all absolutely consistent with the natural universe.
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Textbook directives about metaphor, we found from our analyses, assume much the same tone as

textbook directives about error, with their rules of use, consequences of failure, and negative

examples. Given such imperativesand the absolutes and the warningsit is surprising that

students use metaphor at all. Yet, our close readings of effective student expository essays

suggests that these student writers use metaphor with far more complicated effects than has been

anticipated by leading composition textbook writers.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

1. There is a need to acknowledge the richness of student writing and the resources that

student writers bring to the activity of writing. Although students have much to learn about writing

in the more stringent environment of the academy, they also possess important competencies,

competencies which tend to be undercut by the elitist orientations often characteristic of

composition textbooks. Composition specialists have become adept at characterizing

misconceptions that students harbor about writing; we now need to identify the patterns of

excellencesuch as the use of metaphorthat characterize students' writing as well.

2. Authors and editors of college texts tend to "stay in the mainstream" of their disciplines

in an atiempt to appeal to the largest possible segment of the market. But successful textbooks also

tend to be responsive rather than prescriptive and strive to address both the practical and theoretical

concerns of their audience. Presently the authors and editors of college texts have a good

opportunity to rethink the stances traditionally taken in college texts toward studems and content.

As stated above, students bring a diversity of resources to writing as well as gaps in knowledge;

some possess a virtuosity with language that theyand perhaps their teachers and more certainly

the authors of textbooksdo not always realize. Such resources, once they Are identified, can be

drawn upon in college textbooks as examples and points of departure for further instruction.

Rather than focusing college textbooks on "basic" skills, and giving concepts like metaphor

formulaic and brief treatment, authors and editors might encourage students to attend more

productively to the literary elements of their own livesboth experientially and syntactically.
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3. There is a need to continue to rethink the relationship between composition and
literature. Most composition textbooks endorse, however inadvertently, what remains a

widespread perception of the fundamental distinction between composition and literature. Student

essays are aligned with what many textbook writers label as "practical prose." The unarticulated

assumptions of many textbook writersas well as of some theorists, researchers, and teachers of

compositionis that there is an irrevocable distinction between composition and literature.
Without stating it so specifically, many people identify literature" with "talent" and "composition"

with "skill." In this sense, "literature" stresses major texts and ways of reading intrinsically

autonomous objects that demand sophisticated powers of analysis and synthesis. Many literati=

specialists consider the work of those in the composition corner of an English department to be

impoverished in both its subject and in the intellectual powers upon which it draws its texts for

analysis.

In respectful opposition to such positions, we want to argue for the importance of the essay

as a literary genre. One of the most significant forms of non-violent individual empowerment in
late 20th century America, the essay is the most democratic form of literature we have. Although
the essay has been relegated to the status of a secondary source since the early decades of the 20th

century, and has become the principal province of the academic writer, its fate is not sealed. We
suggest that the time is right to reclaim the literary status of the essay and to restore its status as a
primary form of literature. One way to do so is to acknowledge that the essays that students write
have literary qualitiessuch as metaphorrecognizable both to the students who wrote them and

to the peers and the instructor who will read and judge them.
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PROJECT 10. UCB Project: Identifying Priorities in the Study of the Writing of Hispanic

Background Students, a project to gather existing information on the writing of Hispanic

background students. Project Director Guadalupe Valdds.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Project 10 was designed to assess the state of knowledge of the writing of Hispanic

background students as it is reflected in the existing literature. This work had as its purpose

providing a means by which both researchers and practitioners would be able to access available

information on this general area easily. The final product of the work carried out was

conceptualized as consisting of two parts: (1) a computerized data base of annotated materials

which could be machine-searched as needed in order to identify particular areas of concern; and (2)

a synthesis paper which would provide both an analysis and description of the materials studied as

well as a discussion of priorities and directions for future research.

In order to create the data bank of materials, a total of four DIALOG system data bases

were searched. These were: ERIC, MLA BIBLIOGRAPHY, LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGE

BEHAVIOR ABSTRACTS, and DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS ONLINE. The searches

identified a total number of 599 documents.

All documents identified by means of online and hand searches were reviewed for

relevance. Those items which appeared from both tide and abstract to be insufficiently related to

the area of writing were eliminated at that time. Materials eliminated at this point included

documents which focused on topics such as: literacy (reading only), language arts (general),

teaching of the spoken language, ESL oral proficiency testing, language arts cuniculum (general),

teaching guides for ESL, and materials evaluating ethnic writing (belles lettres). Only items that

appeared to focus closely on writing were retained for additional review.

Documents selected for further review in the step described above were generally of four

different types: research reports, how-to articles/papers, evaluations of various types of language

arts programs (bilingual and monolingual), and general discussions about writing. Of the original
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599 documents identified, a total of 471 items were excluded after the review process was

completed. All other materials identified (which were available to the compiling team at the UC

Berkeley library or through inter-library loan) were read in their entirety, annotated, and manually

entered as records in the SCI-MATE Manager program. Documents were excluded if they were

not available on micro-fiche, in journals, or through inter-library loan services.

Since the records were entered manually, original abstracts were not copied front the

printouts received from the DIALOG system. Instead, brief annotations were prepared for each

document. Additionally, information was included about document focus, research methods used,

writing behavior observed, problem addressed, and theoretical orientation.

Much attention was given to population characteristics. The ages, grades, and language

background of the group(s) studied were entered as were geographical location, and exact Hispanic

group studied. Each mord also included information about the author(s)' attempt to determine the

language proficiency of the group(s) studied.

The bibliographic data base on the writing of Hispanic background students contains a total

of 130 records. A breakdown of the categories and types of documents included are presented in

Table 1 below.

Table 1: General Focus of Documents

Document Focus Number

Research Reports 83

How-to Articles 40

Reviews of the Literature 4

Teaching Materials 1

Other 2



KEY FINDINGS

1. With some exceptions, both authors of research reports and how-to articles failed to

measure the language competencies or proficiencies of the groups they studied.

Research on the writing of Hispanic-background students has been considered important

because this group includes both second language learners and speakers of non-prestige varieties

of English. To date there is very little information about how existing theories about writing and

the writing process apply to individuals who are composing in the weaker of their two languages.

Little is known, for example, about the development of writing ability in groups of learners of

varying proficiency, about the most effective ways of teaching writing to these learners, about the

relationship between writing in a first language and writing in a second language, etc. What is

clear, however, is that the language fac. tor is a key variable which must be taken into account by

researchers when they examine writing products and the writing process in this specific gtoup of

learners. The language factor is important because what can potentially make these learners

different from mainstream English-speaking students is the very fact that their proficiency in

English may not be equivalent to that of native speakers.

Given the importance of levels of language proficiency, one would expect, then, that in

studying the writing of Hispanic-background students, researchers would make an effort to

determine levels of language ability of their subject population and that they would describe this

ability in some detail. This was, however, not the case for most of the documents included in this

data base. With some exceptions, both authors of research reports and how-to articles failed to

measure the language competencies or proficiencies of the groups they studied. Little or no

information was included in most documents about procedures used for selection of subjects,

informants, or student groups. Only 22 studies, for example, administered formal language

meusures. The majority of the authors were content to identify individuals focused on as: Spanish-

surnamed, of Mexican background, from Spanish-speaking homes, etc. Ia most cases in which

such broad terms were used, authors failed to define their terms or explain how they determined

whether individual students were or were not Spanish-speaking.
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The result of this is that it is difficult to determine exactly how language may have impacted

on the writing behaviors described. It is also almost impossible to compare findings across

different studies. Without informaeon about language proficiency, one cannot conclude that the

term Spanish-background or Spanish-spealdng had the same meaning for different esearchers.

While one might expect, for example, that there would be differences between those persons who

are English domiunt, those who are limited English-spealdng, and those who are incipient English

speakers, these differences are blurred here because researchers/practitioners did not specify

exactly which level was represented by the group they worked with.

Table 2 summarizes the information about the language proficiency which was reflected in

the documents included in the data base. It should be noted that a number of documents provided

no information about language whatsoever and, for this reason, are excluded from the counts

presented below.

Table 2: Information Included in Documents about Language Proficiency

Studies Number

No lanpage description provided 68

Sonz language description provided 56

Description based cn language measures 19

Description based on unknown criteria 37

Detailed language description provided 3

Description based on language measures 3

A total of 68 studies provided no language description of the subjects otudied. A total of 56

studies did provide some information about language proficiency. Ori ly 19 of these descriptions,

however, were based on actual language measures. The remaining 37 studies provided
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descriptions which were vague, which appeared to be based on the authors' impressions, and

which included overlapping or imprecise terms. The terms used in these descriptions is included in

Table 3 below. Only three studies actually provided detailed descriptions of the language

proficiency of the 54bjects based on language measures administered and observational and self-

report data.

Table 3: Descriptive Terms Used

Tam Number

Bilingual 25

Spanish-surnamed 1

ESL Students 15

Limited English Speaking 7

Spanish-speaking 24

Students in bilingual classes 10

Students from homes where Spanish is spoken 4

Spanish-first language

Spanish dominant 1

As was pointed out earlier, the terms used in describing the language proficiency in the

majority of the studies are imprecise. It will be noted that the categories reflected by the terms used

above are not mutually exclusive. Spanish-surnamed individuals, for example, may also be

Spanish dominant, ESL students, limited English speaking, enrolled in bilingual classes, living in

homes where Spanish is spoken, etc.

2. As Table 4 Wustrates, the 110 documents focusing on English language writing of

Hispanic-background students covered the following principal areas:
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Table 4: The English Language Writing of Hispanic-Backgrout i Students

Principal Focus Areas

1. Bilingualism, Second Language Acquisition and Writing

2. Spanish Language Influence on English Language Writing

3. Product Focused Instruction

4. Writing Assessment

5. Attitudes toward Writing

6. The Development of Writing Abilities

7. The Interaction between Speech and Writing

8. Teaching Writers to Rewrite: Editing and Revising

9. Responses to Writing

10. The Interaction between Teaching and Writing

11. Other Areas Covered Briefly

Writing for Special Purposes

Basic Writing

Adult Writing

Computers and Writing

Qtative Writing

3. Research on the writing of Hispanic minorities has only begun to address areas that the

research on the writIng of mainstream students has already investigated at some depth.

While the studies contained in the data base explore a number of different aspects of the

writing of Hispanic-background students and view writing from a number of perspectives, in

general, most researchers start out by assuming that Spanish-speaking or Spanish-surnamed

students will experience problems when they write in English. Givea American attitudes toward
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bilingualism and towazds the effects of bilingualism on academic achievement as well as the fact

that Hispanic-background students have enjoyed little success in the school environment, this

position is not unreasonable. However, it is definitely the case that, as opposed to recent research

on writing among monolingual mainstream American students, research on the writing of

Hispanic-background students tends to focus primarily on the analysis of written products (in

order to describe key problems) and on product-focused instruction (which is expected to reduce

these problems) and rarely on process. With very few exceptia , the atdtude of the researchers

included in the data base appears to be that there are no "e... fart" bilingual writers or even

"successful" bilingual writers whose writing strategies are worth studying, and that there is

nothing interesting to be learned by viewing the Hispanic-background writer as s/he develops

proficiency in English language writing over time.

As a result, both the time and the attention of researchers has focused on what many would

see today as relatively uninteresting in the light of current theories about writing in general. A very

large number of researchers, for example, having decided that the problem resides in the fact that

the Spanish language interferes or transfers negatively to English writing, are particularly

concerned about describing errors found in student products and classifying those errors as to the

kind of Spanish language influence they reflect A much smaller group of researchers is concerned

aboat areas such as writing assessment and the effect that number oferrors, student ethnicity, and

tettirkier ethnicity have on the evaluation of the writings of Hispanic background students. Still

another group, aware of the importance of attitudes toward writing and of the effect teachers'

assessments can have on these attitudes, have focused on the nature of these attitudes and the kinds

of classroom activities that cm bring about change.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDAS

Seen as a whole, the research on the Englijh language writing of Hispanic-background

students has only begun to address areas which the research on the writing of mainstream students

has already investigated at some depth. Except for a few articles and recent dissermtions,
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individuals concerned about the writing of Hispanic students have not used the existing work on

writing as a point of departure. They also have made few attempts to integrate their fmdings with

what is already known about writers in general. Instead, much attention has been given to the

examination of writing products, especially to the Spanish language influence reflected in these

products; and much less attention has been given, for example, to the writing process in bilingual

learners, to the development of writing abilities, to writing as a social activity, to task demands of

assignments at school, or even to variation in individual writers.

The synthesis paper which was produced as the second part of this project takes the

position that while research on writing on mainstream populations has increased greatly in the last

several years, the same is not true about the research currently being carried out on the writing of

minority populations. It further argues that when such research is carried out, it is often unrelated

to current theories about writing and writing instruction. As the compilation of the data base made

clear, most research on bilingual Hispanics has taken the view that negative transfer from Spanish

to English is the cause of most writing problems for these students.

The point of view taken in this paper is that research on bilingual minority writers must

begin at the beginning; that is to say, it must begin by asking how and whether such bilingual

students actually experience problems in writing. By making no assumpdons, this agenda hopes

to suggest that, to some degree, the writing of minority bilinguals must be studied independently of

the writing of mainsusam individuals. While a number of areas require comparisons between

mainstream and minority students, the research on mainstream writers cannot serve as a point of

departure for most of the research carried out on bilingual writers. Rather, such research must

stem from an understanding of the nature of bilingualism and of the nature of writing and from a

desire to link the two areas together.
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PROJECT 11. UCB Project: Effects of Instruction on PerformanceTransition to the

Workplace. Project Director: Jenny Cook-Gumperz. Consultants: John Gumperz and John Ogbu.

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Project 11 was designed to further our understanding of how writing functions in the

transition to the workplace. The project focused both on young adults who left school and went

directly into the labor force and on older adults returning to school, examining the institutional

career pathways that such re-entry students must follow in order to move from the world of part-

time, seasonal, and cyclical jobs and unemployment into the possibility of full-time career

opportunities. The project sought to understand how instructional rograms can most successfully

provide such students with the writing and literacy skills they need to meet the challenges of a

rapidly changing job market. The site chosen for study was a basic skills program at an urban

community college that had received community-wide attention as a resource for helping local

community members to re-ent 7the educational process.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Conflicting expectations for re-entry programs

At the beginning of this project, we assumed that the needs of a literate woricforce could be

met by working within the usual educational pathways of adult education programs in community

colleges and adult schools. The community college with open enrollment seemed to provide the

largest range of educational possibilities for adults who want to improve their job chances and

literacy skills. We expected that re-entry students, especially those with specific career goals in

would find the re-entry program to represent a reasonable first step toward reaching those

goals.

Conclusions from this study question that assumption. Our expectations now appear to

have been simplistic. The complexity of adult and vocational educational programs available to

young and re-entry adults is bewildering to the students. Moreover, this complexity disguises a
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lack of integration between the objectives of the training programs and the real literacy needs of the

students. While the goal of community colleges and vocational programs is to provide training and

support for re-entry students, the formal institutional linkages between courses and curricula

require that students begin with a certifiable level of (what continues to be called) basic skills. The

need for students to "catch up on the basics" presents a diversion of student energies and intentions

which is usually detrimental to their follow-through or final success.

Tutors and staff in the general education (GED) courses and the remedial (development)

courses sometimes act as an informal clearinghouse, providing students with information on

further appropriate courses, or attempting to integrate the needs of further training programs with

their own general basic skills courses. When such linkages are not provided in the context of the

daily course activities, students often flounder in these remedial courses, never reaching the other

areas of college training which could have motivated them to continue. Thus, the door of remedial

programs is a revolving one, with students leaving and returning and leaving again as they search

for solutions to what they sec as their basic needsemployment and income. In this study, it

seemed that only the recent in3migrant bilingual students saw education as part of the solution.

The return to education, looked at from the perspective of the working adult, is rather

different from that of someone who has recently left school. Not only is the view of learning

different but also that of teaching. Students who have recently left school are likely to resist too

much teacher authority, yet they are willing to accept course material as a necessary given.

However, adult re-entry students interpret the tasks, activities, and material of courses against a

background of personal experience; they expect this material to be related to and maim ser-e to

them in daily life. Their interactio ; with teachers and tutors in remedial programs is often far more

demanding of support, yet critical of course materials and content. The degree of emotional

commitment that is requited in returning to education, when they were unsuccessful before, places

adult students in a vulnerable and volatile situationnot one usually conducive to learning. The

most effective tutors/ teachers understand this reality and organize both course content and student-

teacher interaction to recognize these needs.
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Primary among the teachers' concerns in remedial-development courses is the need to have

a way of assessing the student's ability and position in relation to other courses and educational

requirements. The remedial course is preparatory and is not intended to be a terminal contact with

education for the students. Our ethnographic observations showed us that successful remedial

teachers use reading tests as diagnostic rather than evaluative tools. A teacher'sresponsibility for

assessing students is based on an acknowledged concern to provide an appropriate learning

environment which is accepting without too much evaluation or inter-personal comparison. Yet

pressure exists in the community college environment to relate student performance to the

educational needs of other courses. For teachers to gauge a student's progress without basing their

assessments and depending mainly on the evidence of psychometric techniques, such as reading

tests, requires the exercise. of expert judgement. Teachers of remedial courses relate test results to

other aspects of student performance; some help students to use reading tests themselves as

diagnostic tools to improve their own performance; and others provide students with feedbackon

ways of negotiating die academic study hurdles of test-taking.

Frora the students' point of view, with re-entry to education comes a reminder of past

failmes. As they enter remedial education, adult students voice their concerns over past problems

at school, seeldng to justify these while at same time expressing renewed hopes that this time

education will bring about a change in their life chances. These two goals place them in a

paradoxical situation which is sometimes difficult to resolve.

Researchers who work with re-entering adults are often aware of the tensions that underlie

the students' position in what Mina Shaunessy has called the "remedial ante-room" of education.

Many of the interactions between teachers/tutors and students involve ways of negotiatiag and

formulating a "new beginning" in the educational process so that old mistakes do not affe'.3 the re-

entry attempts.
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Writing and the remedial teaching of basic skills

In looking at the teaching of writing, we used case studies of particular students. The

focus was on both the range of methods used to teach writing to adult students and on the response

of the students to these methods.

Findings from the case studies suggest that students' models of learning from text differ

from the accepted ways of what has been called de-contextutdised text learning. Not only do adults

relate school learning to their own experience outside of the classroom, but they bring different

culturally acquired practices into their activities. Students' own ideas about their learning practices

reveal: (a) Students have different orders of priority in learning basic skills (they see writing as the

more academic skill than reading and so accord it more importance). (b) Students have a different

sense of the ownership of classroom-produced text, seeing it as a personal enterprise, not just a

class assignment. (c) Students apply a different truth value to written texts, especially in reading

assignments, asking firit whether the writer of the text to be read is to be trusted. The attitude to

reading is as if a particular voice of the author is to be released from the text by reading, and the

student must first consider if this is a voice that needs hearing.

Discourse analysis of students' oral class presentations and written pieces reveals that

adults who are returning to school, while less proficient in many of the conventional mechanics of

writing, are very sensitive to genre differences in prose, suggesting that they already have

developed a passive competency in literacy. Both the recognition of genre and the manipulation of

different contextually-related genres are ways in which smd4nts can begin to gain greater

competence in production of written prose. Analysis written texts suggests that since narrative

is part of the re-entry students' most usual compositional choice, to tell stories ofpast and present

events working within the narrative mode is part; Arlarly promising for students growth; students

can be helped to "objectify" their relationship to text through repeated telling and recasting of their

own narratives. This move towards a perspectival shift within the narrative mode may better

prepare students for the shift to expository prose than direct introduction of explanatory essays.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

1. A need exists to establish a clear institutiona I pathway from basic skills to certification

programs, vocational education, or further academic work. While most colleges have such

pathways in principle in the formal organization of the ouricula, the students are often not aware in

the early stages of re-entry of how to "make college work" and how to construct a study program.

Even counselling, if not backed up within the daily activities of courses, does not provide the

marginal student with a college identity.

2. The gap between basic skills and further learning is greater than would appear in course

outlines and curricula. This gap is experienced as a difficult transition by many students. It needs

to be a supported transition.

3. More attention must be given to how basic skills, vocational programs, and further

academic work overlap. The institutional organization of most community colleges maintains these

programs as separate, rather than creating more overlap and contact so that students can move in a

simple tr*ctory and return if necessary. Teachers themselves make these bridges independently

of the administrative organization of colleges through discussion and friendships.

4. For adult re-entry students, a "remedial" program for basic skills is a last stop

educational venue and as such the usual relationship of teacher to student to program does not

apply. For example, there is no point in making an overall pass/fail evaluation of students if there

is nowhere else for students to go. Under these circumstances, the usual school assessment

procedures need to become diagnostic, not evaluative, and involve the students in the judgment and

decision process.

5. Specifics of school literacy as literacy for life need to be taught by methods that differ

from the traditional compositional models which are based on the individual writer/reader. A

change in methofis would replace for adult learners the individual learning of reading and writing

that is passive audience-oriented and text-focused by methods that involve a group learning process

and are collaborative audience-oriented and activity-focused. Such methods would treat writing

and reading as part of an action chain in which understanding and composing text becomes part of
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a series of tasks within an activity. Knowledge should be not only group-supported but shared

and pooled in order to complete any sequence of activities.

6. Basic skills of reading and writing are not just functional elements in school or college

readiness but have a range of purposes for students' lives. The particular remedial program we

worked with sees these aims as creating an educated citizenry both in the genaal political sense and

in the sense of good "academic" citizens who know how to be students. The multiplicity of literate

effects is both interpersonal and intrapersonal and needs to be seen in this way. Detailed work on

discourse which is made possible in studying re-entry beginning and advanced beginning writers

shows that gaining a greater range of literate skills implies a heightening of cognitive involvement

in a range of activities.

7. A new model of learning is needed for adult re-entry students. Current educational

theories of learning are based on too strict chronological principles tied to a stage theory of

cognitive and intellectual development. Since adults are outside of this chronology, the view of

adult literacy learners as "catching-up" on basic sirills usually means that adults are simply seen as

needing to go back to where they left off: that is, a person reading at the 5th grade level needs to

rebuild skills from the 5th grade up. Such a view of adult learners neglects the complexity of their

backgrounds and the wealth of practical. real-world experience they bring to the classroom.

Unlike other students who rarely apply what they learn in school to outside life, adult students

usually try to integrate or apply what they do in class to what they know or do outside the

classroom. Therefore, a model of learning that makes a strict interpretation of test fmdings and

grade level abilities will not serve the needs of adult re-entry students. Instead, adult students need

a model of learning that recognizes that adults have an unpredictable range of needs and abilities

connected to their life experiences.
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B. IMPACT AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Although a new national research center, in its first five years the Center fcr the Study of

Writing has had a significant impact on the teaching and learning of writing in the United States.

The Center has sought not only to disseminate the results of its research but also to engage

educators themselves in active observation and researchto create a community of reflective

professionals. Besides forging links to practitioners, Center researchers have also interacted with

key policy-makers whose decisions affect the conditions of schooling and with other researchers

whose work is complementary to that of the Center.

Because of its close affiliation with the National Writing Project (NWP) network, widely

recognized as the most powerful in-service teacher education model in the nation, the Center for the

Study of Writing has had direct links to the approximately 733,000 practitioners who have

participated in NWP's in-service workshops and institutes. Because these teachers remain in touch

with NWP through a powerful network, with its administrative center at the University of

California at Berkeley, the Center is able to take advantage of numerous opportunities for

exercising national leadership and maintaining close ties with NWP sites. For example, each NWP

site has a CSW liaison who serves as a contact for CSW diAemination activities and for response

to CSW research activities. The i; aisons receive complementary copies of all Center information

and publications, and are responsible for distributing helpful materials to the teachers and teacher

educators at their local sites. Also, Center researchers present workshops at NWP sites and at

regional and national meetings. The Center also reaches a wide audience of Writing Project

participants through its joint publication with NWP of The Quarterly, which is distributed to 2,500

subscribers each quarter. CSW is proud that one of its Quarterly articles received a first prize

national award from the Education Writers of America.

At the policy level, Center representatives meet regularly with the NWP National Advisory

Board to discuss the Center's research agenda and dissemination programs. NWP Advisory

Board members come from all regions of the country. These personal contacts arc important to
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maintaining strong ties with the NWP network and the individual sites. NWP Director James Gray

serves as a Co-Director for the Center and represents the Center on the agenda of the NWP site

directors' two semi-annual meetings, which over 100 directors normally attend. At a large group

session, Gray gives updates on Center activities and materials. He and other Center researchers

also lead informal groups to discuss Center projects and gather feedback about dissemination. Ties

with the NWP and the Center's ongoing and frequent interactions with practitioners are central to

pushing forward the Center's twin goals of "research-sensitive practice" and "practice-sensitive

research."

Both UCB and CMU Center staff have exercised a national leadership role in promoting,

consulting on, and collaborating with various classroom inquiry efforts by teachers. We see these

efforts leading to significant school-wide reforms. For example, at CMU the research into

collaborative planning led to the "Making Thinking Visible" project, supported by the Howard

Heinz Foundation. This project created a network of teachers from inner city and suburban high

schools, community colleges, colleges, universities, and community centers in the Western

Pennsylvania area. Beyond its local impact, the "Making Thinking Visible" project is also

developing a distinctive model of classroom inquiry in which high school and college teachers,

researchers, and community litentcy leaders work in their own classes/community projects with a

shared research agenda, adapted by each teacher to his or her special questions, but supported by

the synergism of a collaborative effort. In addition, as a model of both how to teach pre-writing

and planning, and of reflection and inquiry learning in the classroom, collaborative planning will

play a significant role in the new series of 1 1 th and 12th grade textbooks written by McDougal

Littel and is being incorporated into the curriculum guides in the Pittsburgh schools.

Center research is also having an impact as it is disseminated through OERI Regional

Laboratories. In particular, we consulted on several Laboratory-based programs in the area of

writing and literacy; we helped initiate relationships between regional laboratories and sites of the

National Writing Project network; and our research reports have been abstracted in Laboratory

newsletters such as R&D Preview, published by the Council for Educational Development and
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Research (CEDaR), and SEDLetter, published by the Southwest Educational Development

Laboratory. CSW has formed especially close ties with the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and

Communication Skills. ERIC archives and distributes all CSW publications.

During the past five years, the Center has collaborated extensively with a number of

professional organizations. CSW and the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE)

planned a major conference on writing research for textbook publishers funded by the American

Association of Publishers. Much of the Center's research was published through NCTE's

journals, and NCTE published two books based on Center research (Response to Student Writing

by Sarah Warshauer Freedman and Collaboration Through Writing and Reading edited by Anne

Haas Dyson). Center researchers also served in NCTE leadership positions (e.g., Donald

McQuade as incoming chair of the Conference on College Composition and Communication;

Sandra R. Schecter as the TESOL [Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages] liaison to

NCTE; Sarah Warshaucr Freedman as a trustee of the Research Foundation and member of the

Committee on Research; Anne Haas Dyson as a member of the Composition Commission and the

Research Committee, as an editor of the research column for Language Arts, and as chair of the

committee to choose the new editor for Research in the Teaching of English; Linda Flower as a

member of the executive committee of the Conference on College Composition and

Communication). Center work was recognized by NCTE with awards in the past two years to

Linda Flower, James Gray, Mike Rose, and Sarah Warshauer Freedman. In addition, the Center

reports research results regularly in Council-Grants, which goes to the NCIE membership, and

advertises Centex activities in the "white space" of NCIE publications.

The Center was active in similar ways in other professional organizations. The leadership

of Freedman and Glynda Hull in chairing the Special Interest Group in Research and Writing of the

American Educational Research Association (AERA) resulted in highly successful sessions and

panel presentations. Dyson served as an officer of AERA's Special Interest Group in Language

Development, and was invited, this past year, to deliver a special address to this group. The

presmtations of Center researchers in the arca of written language development at AERA
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conferences helped to establish key connections between writing and reading in the educational

community. The Center also worked to forge important links between the communities of research

and practice by working closely with AERA and the National Education Association (NEA) in the

forthcoming publication of Children of Promise, about literacy education in the minority secondary

school classroom, co-authored by researcher Shirley Brice Heath and teacher Leslie Mangiola.

Finally, Center researchers presented their research for the National Association of Elementary

School Principals.

Beside its impact on practitioners, the Center has made special efforts to include other

members of the research community in its ongoing work. Researchers from around the nation and

the world, including Australia, Canada, Chile; England, Germany, India, Israel, Norway, the

Soviet Union, Sweden, Switzerland, and The Netherlands, have visited the Center for stays from a

few days to a term or a full academic year.

The Center publisheo 43 Technical Reports and 21 Occasional Papers which impact a wide

audience and act as a starting point for dialogues with other researchers, practitioners, and policy-

makers about the implications of Center research. During Jre past year, CSW disaibuted over

10,000 copies of these publications.

Center researchers published their work in many scholarly journals and books. During the

pat five years, Center researchers published over60 articles in some 26 journals, reach:ng a wide

and diverse audience of scholars, educators, and concerned readers of issues in education. In

addition to works published in journals, Center researchers authored or edited 8 books and wrote

chapters appearing in 33 other books.

The Center has published and distributed two brochures. A general brochure publicizing

the Center has been disubuted to 3,000 people. This past year, with funding from the

Metropolitan Life Foundation, CSW published a second brochure on writing for diverse

populations of students, especially those most at-risk of school failure; 4,200 copies have been

distributed thus far. Brochures reach the general publicschuol administrators and teachers,

parents, community leaders, and legislators.
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Over the last five years, Center researchers gave over 475 presentations reaching some

25,000 people. Talks were given at 143 institutions (e.g., universities, profe3sional organizations,

corporations, state departments) in 34 states and 6 foreign countries.

With the help of the UCB and CMU publications offices, Center staff have generated press

releases detailing Center activities and findings, which were sent to members of the media. In

addition, the Center prepared copy for publication in journals and magazines with a focus on

educational issues or research on writing and literacy. Articles discussing Center research findings

have appeared in such publications as The New York Times, The Chronicle of Nigher Education,

Reading Today, The Oakland Tribune, and The Educator.
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SECTION III. PUBLICATIONS BY INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS

A bibliography for each Center project follows. Refer to Appendix 1 for a complete list of
Technical Reports and Occasional Papers published by the Center for the Study of Writing.

PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO PROJECT 1

Book

Dyson, A. H. (1989). Multiple worlds of child writers: Friends learning to write. New York:
Teachers College Press.

Articles

Dyson, A. H. (1986). Transitions and tensions: Interrelationships between the drawing, talking,
and dictating of young children. Research in the Teaching of English, 20 (4), 379-146.

Dyson, A. H. (1988). Appreciating young children's drawing and dictating. Young Children, 43
(3), Z-32.

Dyson, A. H. (1986). The imaginary worlds of childhood: A multimedia presentation. Language
Arts, 63 (5), 799-808.

Genishi, C., & Dyson, A. H. (1987). Research currents: On the issues that divide us. language
Arts, 64 (6), 408-415.

Dyson, A. H. (1987). Individual differences in beginning composing. An orchestral vision of
learning to write. Written Communication, 4 (4), 396-420.

Dyson, A. H. (1987). Research currents: The emergence of children's written voices. Language
Arts, 64 (6), 648-658.

Dyson, A. H. (1987). The value of "time off task": Young children's spontaneous talk and
deliberate text. Harvard Educational Review, 57 (4), 396-420.

Dyson, A. H. (1988). Negotiation among multiple worlds: The space/time dimensions of young
children's composing. Research in the Teaching of English, 22 (4), 355-390.

Dyson, A. H. (1988). Re-embedding "disembedded" visions of young children's writing
development. The Quarterly, 10 (4), 1-3, 25-27.

Dyson, A. H., & Genishi, C. (1988). Research currents: The paradoxes of classroom research.
Language Arts, 65 (8), 788-798.

Dyson, A. H. (1989). Research currents: The space/time travels of story writers. Language Arts,
66, 330-340.

Dyson, A. H. (1989). "Once-upon-time" reconsidered: The developmental dialectic between
function and form. Written Communication, 6, 436-462.

Dyson, A. IL (1990). Research currents: Diversity, social responsibility, and the story of literacy
development. Language Arts, 67, 192-205.
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Dyson, A. H. (1990). Symbol n3akers, symbol weavers: How children link play, pictures, and
print. Young Children, 45, 50-69.

Dyson, A. H. (1990). The role of stories in the social imagination of childhood and beyond. The
New Advocate, 3, 179-196.

Dyson, A. H. (in press). Weaving possibilities: Rethinking metaphors for early literacy
development. The Reading Teacher.

Dyson, A. H. (in press). The word and the world: Reconceptualizing written language
development, or, Do rainbows mean a lot to little girls? Research in the Teaching of
English.

Dyson, A. H. (in press). Towards a reconceptualization of written language development (the
illustrated version). linguistics in Education.

Book Chapters

Dyson, A. H. (1989). Introduction: On collaboration. In A. H. Dyson (Ed.), Collaboration
through writing and reading: Exploring possibilities. Urbana, IL: National Council of
Teacher of English.

Dyson, A. H. (1990). The role of talk in learning to write. In D. Rubin & S. Hynds (Eds.),
Perspectives on talking and learning. Urbana, IL: National Council of Teachers of
English.

Dyson, A. H. (in press). Unintentional helping in the primary grades: Writing in the children's
world. In B. Rafoth and D.R. Rubin (Eds.), The social construction of wri;cen language.
Norwood, NJ: Ablex.

Dyson, A. H., and Freedman, S. W. (in press). Writing. In J. Hood, J. Jensen. D. Lapp, &
J.R. Squire (Eds.), Handbook of research on teaching the English Language Arts. New
York, Macmillan.

Dyson, A. H. (in press). Early writing development. In L.R. Williams & D.P. Frornberg (Eds.),
Encyclopedia of early childhood education. NY: Garland Publishing.

Dyson, A. H. (in press). On friends and writers. In K. Goodman, Y. Goodman, & L.B. Bird
(Eds.), Whee language catalog. NY: Macmillan-McGraw Hill.

Dyson, A. H. (in press). The roots of literacy development: Play, picture, and peers. In M.
Almy, F Ervin-Tripp, A. Nicolopoulou, & B. Scales (Eds.), Play and the social context of
development in earbo care and education. NY: Teachers College Press.

PUBLICATIONS AND PRODUCTS RELATED TO PROJECT 2

Book

Flower, L., Stein, V., Ackerman, J., Kantz, M. J., McCormick, K., & Peck, W. C. (1990).
Reading-to-write: Exploring a cognitive and socialprocess. New York: Oxford University
Press.



Articles and Chapters

Flower, L., Hayes, J. R., Carey, L., Schriver, K., & Stratman, J. (1986). Detection, diagnosis.
and the strategies of revision. College Composition and Communication, 37 (1), 16-55.
(Recipient of 1987 Richard Braddock Award.)

Flower, L. (1987). In i-wmtive acts: Cognition and the construction of discourse. Poetics, 16,
109-130. (Specialluue:The New Rhetoric and the New Literary Theory)

Flower, L. (1988). The constniction of purpose in writing and reading. College English, 50,528-550.

Haas, C., & Flower, L (1988). Rhetorical reading strategies and the construction of meaning.
College Composition and Communication, 39, 167-183. (Recipient of 1989 RichardBraddock Award.)

Carey, L., & Flower, L. (1989). Foundations for creativity in the writing process: Rhetorical
representations of ill-defined problems. In J. A. Glover, R. R. Ronning, & C. R.
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Mellon University, Centcr for the Study of Writing.
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Mellon University.
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Flower, L. (1988). The construction of purpose in writing and reading (Occasional Paper No. 4).
Berkeley, CA: University of California, Center for the Study of Writing.
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Huckin, T. N., & Flower, L. (in press). Points and purposes in argumentative text (TechnicalReport). Berkeley, CA: University of California, Center for the Study of Writing.

Televised Presentations and Videos

Reflections on collaborativeplanning. (1988). A 20-minute video introduces Blackboard Planner;includes excerpts of how CMU students plan a paper on time management. Executive
Producers: L. Flower, J. Abi-Nader, M. Dancho. Produced by Instructional Media,Pittsburgh Public Schools and Center for the Study of Writing.

Collaborative planning: A video letter from Pittsburgh's High School for the Creative andPerforming Arts. (1988), A 20-minute video with CAPA. students. Executive Producers:L. Flower, R. Kuehner, D. Childers. Produced by CAPA.

Making thinking visible: Introducing and demonstrating collaborative planning. (1989). A 20-minute video answers six basic questions about what Collaborative Planning is and how itcan be taught, with planning session examples from fifth-grade through college. ExecutiveProducers: L. Norris, L. Flower, W. Peck. Produced by Carnegie Mellon University.
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Ackerman, J. (1989). Translating context inso action (Technicel Report No. 27). Berkeley, CA:University of California, Center for the Study of Writing. (Chapter 7)
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Stein, V. (1989). Elaboration: Using whatyou know (Technical Report No. 25). Berkeley, CA:University of California, Center for the Study of Writing. (Chapter 5)
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Ackerman, J. (1990). Reading, writing, and knowing: The role ofdisciplinary knowledge incomprehension and composing. (Technical Report No. 40). Berkeley, CA: University ofCalifornia, Center for the Study of Writing.
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Spivey, N. N., & King, J. R. (1989, February). Readers as writers composing from sources
(Technical Rwrt No. 18). Berkeley: Center for the Study of Writing at University of
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Spivey, N. N. (in press). Transforming texts: Constructive processes in reading and writing
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Spivey, N. N. (in press). The shaping of meaning: Options in writing the comparison (Technical
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Greene, S. (in press). Toward a dialectical theory of composing. Rhetoric Review.

Penrose, A. M. (1989). Strategic differences in composing: Consequences of learning through
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Freedman, S., with Sperling, M., & Greenleaf, C. (1987). Response to student writing
(Research Report 23). Urbana, IL: National Council of Teachers of English.

Articles and Book Chapters

Freedman, S. W., & Katz, A. (1987). Pedagogical interaction during the composing process:
The writing conference. In A. Matsuhashi (Ed.), Writing in real time: Mndelling
production processes (pp. 58-80). Norwood, NJ: Ablex.

Sperling, M., & Freedman, S. W. (1987. , A good girl writes like a good girl: Writti.a response
to student learning. Written Communication, 4 (4), 343-369.

Freedman, S. W. (1987). Recent developments in writing: How teachers manage response.
English Journal, 76 (6), 35-40.

Freedman, S. W. (1987). Recent developments in the teaching of writing in the United States:
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DiPardo, A., & Freedman, S. W. (1988). Peer response groups in the writing classroom:
Theoretic foundations and new directions. Review of Educational Research, 58 (2), 119-149.

Freedman, S. W. (1989). Exchanging writing, exchaneng cultures. The Quarterly of theNational Writing Project and the Center for the Stu6 of Writing, 11 (3), 1-2.

Cone, J. (1989). Real voices for real audiences. The Quarterly of the National Writing Projectand the Center for the Study ofWriting, 11 (3), 3-5.

Reed, S. (1989). London calling. The Quarterly of the National Writing Project and the Centerfor the Study of Writing, 11 (3), 5-7.

Chapman, K. (1989). The response factor. The Quarterly of the National Writing Project and theCenter for the Study of Writing, 11 (3), 7-9.
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Dyson, A. H., & Freedman, S. W. (in press). Waiting. In J. Squire, .i. k,nsen, J. Flood, & D.Lapp (Eds.), Handbook of research on teaching the English language arts. New York:Macmillan.

Technwill Reports and Occasional Papers

Freedman, S. W., Dyson, A. H., Flower, L., & Chafe, W. (1987). Research in writing: Past,present and future (Technical Report No. 1). Berkeley, CA: University of California,Center for the Study of Writing.

Sperling, M., & Freedman, S. W. (1987). A good girl writes like a good girl: Written responseand clues to the teaching/learning procas (Technical Report No. 3). Berkeley, CA:University of California, Center for the Study of Writing.

DiPardo, A., & Freedman, S. W. (1987). Historical overview: Groups in the writing classroom(Technical Report No. 4). Berkeley, CA: University of California, Center for the Study ofWriting.

Freedman, S. W. (1987). Peer response groups in two ninth-grade classrooms (Technical ReportNo. 12). Berkeley, CA: University of California, Center for the Study of Writing.

Freedman, S. W., & McLeod, A. (1988). National surveys of successful teachers of writing andtheir students: The United States and the United Kingdom (Technical Report No. 14).Berkeley, CA: University ofCalifornia, Center for the Study of Writing.

Dyson, A. H., & Freedman, S. W. (1990). On teaching writing: A review of the literature(Occasional Paper No. 20). Berkeley, CA: University of California, Center for the Studyof Writing.
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Mackay, S., & Freedman, S. W. (in press). Language minority education in Great Britain: A
challenge to current U.S. policy (Occasional Paper). Berkeley, CA: University of
California, Center for the Study of Writing.
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Freedman, S., & McLeod, A. (1988, May). National surveys of successful teachers of writing
and their students: The United States and the United Kingdom Resources in Education,
ED 294 244.

PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO PROJECT 6

Ammon, M. S. (1986). The potential of linguistic data in the study of science, writing, and
learning: A review of the literature. Unpublished manuscript

Ammon, M. S., & Ammon, P. (1986). Effects of instruction on performance in science and in
writing: Phase 1. Content understanding and writing tasks as factors in student writing
(Interim Report for Project 6). Berkeley, CA: University of California, Center for the
Study of Writing.

Ammon, P., & Ammon, M. S. (1990). Using student writing to assess and promote
understandings in science (Occasional Paper No. 16). Berkeley, CA: University of
California, Center for the Study of Writing.
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Book

Dyson, A. H. (Ed). (1989). Collaboration through writing and reading: Exploring possibilities.
Urbana, IL: National Council of Teachers of English.

Technical Reports and Occasional Papers

Clifford, G. J. (1987). A Sisyphean task: Historical perspectives on the relationship between
writing and reading instruction (Technical Report No. 7). Berkeley, CA: University of
California, Center for the Study of Writing.

Britton, J. (1987). Writing and reading in the classroom (Technical Report No. 8). Berkeley,
CA: University of California, Center for the Study of Writing.

Ehri, L. C. (1987). Movement into word reading and spelling: How spelling contributes to
reading (Technical Report No. 10). Berkeley, CA: University of California, Center for the
Study of Writing.

Rosenblatt, L. M. (1988). Writing and reading: The transactional theory (Technical Report No.
13). Berkeley, CA: University of California, Center for the Study of Writing.

Sulzby, E., Barnhart, J., & Hieshima, J. (1989). Forms of writing and rereading from writing: A
preliminary report (Technical Report No. 20). Berkeley, CA: University of California,
Center for the Study of Writing.
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Tierney, R. J., Caplan, R., Ehri, L., Healy, M. K., & Hurd low, M. (1988). Writing and reading
working together (Occasional Paper No. 5). Berkeley, CA: University of California,
Center for the Study of Writing.

Rosebery, A. S., Flower, L., Warren, B., Bowen, B., Bruce, B. C., Kantz, M., & Penrose, A.
M. (1989). The problem-solving processes of writers and readers(Occasional Paper No.
7). Berkeley, CA: University of California, Center for the Study of Writing.

Gundlach, R., Farr, M., & Cook-Gumperz, J. (1989). Writing and reading in the community
(Occasional Paper No. 8). ^erkeley, CA: University of California, Center for the Study ofWriting.

PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO PROJECT 8

Chafe, W. (1985). Speakiag, writing, and prescriptivism. In D. Schiffrin (Ed.), Georgetown
University Roundrable on Languages and Linguistics, 1984 (pp. 95-103).

Chafe, W. (1985). Linguistic differences produced by differences between speaking and writing.In D. R. Olson, A. Hildyard, & N. Torrance (Eds), Literacy, language, and learning (pp.
105-123). Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press,

Chafe, W. (1985). Information flow in Seneca and English. Proceedings of the Eleventh AnnuatMeeting of the Berkeley Linguistics Society, 14-24.

Chafe, W. (1986). Writing in the perspective of spealdng. In C. Cooper and S. Greenbaum
(Eds.), Studying writirig: linguistic approaches. Written Communication Annual, 1, 12-
39. Beverly Hills: Sage.

Chafe, W. (1986). Beyond Bartlett: narratives and remembering. In E. Gtilich and U. Quasthoff
(Eds.), Narrative analysis: an interdisciplinaty dialogue. Special issue ofPoetics, 15, 139-151.

Chafe, W. (1986). Options for the archiving of spoken and written data. Newsletter of the
International Computer Archive ofModern English, 10, 44-46.

Chafe, W. (1986). Evidentiality in English conversation and academic writing. In W. Chafe & J.Nichols (Eds.), Evidentiality: the linguistic coding of epistemology (pp. 261-272).Norwood, NJ: Ablex.

Chafe, W. (1986). How we know things about language: a plea for catholicism. In D. Tannenand J. E. Alatis (Eds.), Georgetown University Round Table on Languages andLinguistics, 1985, 214-22!

Chafe, W. (1986). Academic speaking. Proceedings of the Twelfth Annual Meeting of theBerkeley Linguistics Society, 214-225.

Chafe, W. (1987). Cognitive constraints on information flow. In R. Tomlin (Ed.), Coherence
and grounding in discourse, 21-51. Amsterdam: John Benjamins,

Chafe, W. (1988). What good is punctuation? The Quarterly of the National Writing Projectandthe Center for the Study ofWriting, 10 (1), 8-11.
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Chafe, W. (1988). Punctuation. Proceedings of the 22nd Annual Mid-America Linguistics
Coriference, University of Kansas, 34-55.

Chafe, W. (1988). Puncuration and the prosody of written language. Written Comnwnication, 5,
395-426.

Chafe, W. (1988). Linking intonation units in spoken English. In J. Haiman and S. A.
Thompson (Eds.), Clause combining in grammar and discourse (pp. 1-27). Amsterdam &
Philadelphia: John Benjamins.

Chafe, W. (1989). Introduction to Chapter 5. In A. Hus Dyson (M.), Collaboration through
writing and reading: Exploring possibilities (pp. 167-168). Urbana: National Council of
Teachers of English.

Chafe, W. (1990). Some things that narratives tell us about the mind. In B. Britton and A.
Pellegrini (Eds.), Narrative thought and narrative language (pp. 79-98). Hillsdale, NJ:
Lawrence Erlbaum.

Chafe, W. (1990). Looking ahead. Text, 10, 19-22.

Chafe, W. (1990). Introduction to a Special Issue on Third Person Reference la Discourse.
International Journal of American Linguistics, 56, 313-316.

Chafe, W., & Danielewicz, J. (1987). Properties of spoken and written language. In R.
Horowitz and S. J. Samuels (Eds.), Comprehending oral and written language (pp. 83-
113). New York: Academic Press.

Chafe, W., & Nichols, J. (Eds.). (1986). Evidentially: the linguistic coding of epistemology.
Norwood, NJ: Ablex.

Chafe, W., & Tannen, D. (1987). The relation between written and spoken language. Annual
Review of Anthropology, 16, 383-407.

Danielewicz, J., & Chafe, W. (1985). How "normal" speaking leads to "erroneous" punctuating.
In S. Freedman (Ed.), The acquisition of written language: response and revision (pp. 213-
225). Norwood, NJ: Ablex.

Items Currently in Press

Chafe, W. (in press). Information flow in speaking and writing. In P. Downing, S. Lima, & M.
Noonan (Eds.), The linguistics of literacy. Amsterdam & Philadelphia: John Benjamins.

Chafe, W. (in press). The flow of ideas in a sample of written language. In S. A. Thompson &
W. C. Mann (Eds.), Discourse description. Amsterdam: John Benjamins.

Chafe, W. (in press). Sources of difficulty in the processing of written language. In A. Purves
(Ed.), The idea of dtfliculty in literature and literanwe learning: Joining theory and practice.
Albany: State University of New York Press.

Chafe, W. (in press). Prosodic and functional units of language. In J. A. Edwards & M. D.
Lampert (Eds.), Transcription and coding methods for language research. Hillsdale, NJ:
Lawrence Erlbaum.
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Chafe, W. (in press). Grammatical subjects in speaking and writing. In R. Horowitz (Ed.),Studies of orality and literacy: Critical issues for thepractice of schooling. Special issue ofText.

Chafe, W. (in press). Immediacy and displacement in consciousness and language. In D. Stein(Ed.), The pragmatics and comprehension ofwritten mos. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter.
Chafe, W. (in press). Wriden vs. spoken language. In Word International Encyclopedia ofLinguistics.

Chafe, W. (in press). Information flow. In Oxford International Encyclopedia ofLinguistics.
Chafe, W. (in press). Discourse. In OxfordInternational Encyclopedia ofLinguistics.
Chafe, W., Du Bois, J. W., & Thompson, S. A. (in press). Toward a new corpus of spokenAmerican English. In K. Aijmer and B. Altenberg (Eds.), English corpus linguistics:Studies in honour of Jan Svartvik. London: Longman.

PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO PROJECT 9

McQuade, D. (1989). Student writers at work and in the company of other writers (3rd ed.).New York: Bedford Books, St. Martin's Press.

McQuade, D. (1989). Erpectations of excellence (Final Report for Project 9). Berkeley, CA:University of California, Center for the Smdy of Writing.

PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO PROJECT 10
Valdés, G. (1988). Idennfying priorities in the study of the writing of Hispanic backgroundstudents (Final Report for Project 10). Berkeley, CA: University of California, Center forthe Study of Writing.

PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO PROJECT 11

Cook-Gumperz, J. (1989). Literacy in the workplace (Final Report for Project 11). Berkeley,CA: University ofCalifornia, Center for the Study of Writing.
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APPENDIX I

TECHNICAL REPORTS AND OCCASIONAL PAPERS
PUBLISHED BY THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF WRITING



PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE FROM: Center for the Study of Writing
University of California, Berkeley

CArnegle Mellon University

Technical Reports

1. Research in Writing: Past. Present and Future $4.00
Sarah Warshauer Freedman, Anne Haas Dyson, Linda Flower, and Wallace Chafe 61 pages

This paper discusses the past twenty years of writing research, reviewing relevant research in order to posit a social-
cognitive theory of writing and the teaching and learning of writing. The authors provide a constructive rationale for
the research mission of the Center for the Study of Writing. (Note: For an updated version of this literature review
for a broader audience, see Occasional Paper No. 20.) August, 1987.

2. Unintentional Helping in the Primary Grades: Writing in the Children's World $3.50
Anne Haas Dyson 29 pages

Dyson explores children's classroom social lives, as revealed during journal dme in a first/second grade class. Her
analysis of pea social interactions shows such interactions to be key in contributing to and nurturing the skills and
values associated with literacy. May, 1987.

3. A Good Girl Writes Like a Good Girl: Written Response and Clues $3.00
laikluchingagsaminthozsis 18 pages
Melanie Sperling and Sarah Warshauer Freedman

Sperling and Freahnan present a case study of a high achieving student in a ninth-grade English clam, exploring and
analyzing sources of the student's misunderstanding of teacher-written response to her writing. They uncover a
complexity of strategies that lie behind the misunderstanding, reflecting the information, skills, and value., that
teacher and student bring to the writing process. May, 1987.

4. flistorical Overview: Groups in the Writing Classroom $3.00
Anne DiPardo and Sarah Warshauer Freedman 17 pages

In a review of research on the use of peer groups in the classroomwith a focus on peer response groups in the
writing classDTardo and Freedman discuss the role of groups in the collaborative proceu of language learning.
They suggest directions for future raearch on collaborative learning in general and on groups in writing classrooms
in particular. September, 1987.

5. EtaysniagfiggicrainUiriacalansiagg
Wallace Chafe and Jane Danielewicz

$3.50
27 pages

Chafe end Danielewicz discuss important linguistic features that characterize different types of spoken and written
!engage, from dinner conversations to academic papers. Taking into account the cognitive and social demands made
on speakers, listeners, writers and readers in their interactions with one another, they analyze the reasons for these
language differences. May, 1987.

6. The Role of Task Representation in Reading-to-Write
Linda Flower (Reading.to-Write Report 2)

$3.50
35 pages

In a study of college writers, Flower looks at the ways different writers interpret a "standard" writing task. In
analyzing their reading and writing strategies, Flower demonstrates how students construct significantly different
representations of a task, which leads to differences in their texts and their writing process. June, 1987.
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7. lialinigunimicaratsisilltiosiginuauhrallokaigia $3.50
Between Writing and Reading Inathiction 47 pages
Geraldine Joncich Clifford (A joint wet with the Center for the Study of Reading)

Using perspectives drawn from Americon educational and sodal history, Clifford identifies five historical forces and
probes their interacting influence on English language education: the democratization of schooling, the
professionalization of educstors, technological change, the functionalist or pragmatic character of American culture,
and liberationist ideologies. September, 1987.

8. .

James ritton (A joint report with the Center for the Study of Reading)
$3.50

25 Psfles

Britton explores the classroom as an environment for literacy and literacy learning. He discusses ways in which
teachers have developed strategies for encouraging children to leern to write-and-reed--activides that have often been
dissociated in classrooms but that together create a litemcy learning environment. August, 1987.

9. kidividual Differences in Beginning Composing: An Orchestral Vision $3.50
of Learning to Write 28 plies
Anne Haas Dyson

Looking in depth at three first graders during classroom journal time, Dyson explores the interconnections of the
children's sPesking, writing, and drawing as indications of their developing acquisition of written language. Her
analysis reveals the complexity of the writing acquisition process, as the three symbol systems interact in different
ways for the different students. August, 1987.

10. Maysardnilnig.WcalaralinuadSpolli $3.00
Contributes to Reading 15 pages
Linnea C. Ehri (A joint report with the Center for the Study of Reading)

Drawing on studies of the role of spelling in the reading process, Ehri discusses ways in which spelling contributes
to the development of reading and, conversely, how reading contributes to spelling development. The role of writing
in reading and spelling development is also discussed. September, 1987.

1 1 . Punctuation and the Prosody of Wri,vadingagg $3.50
Wallace Chafe 32 pages

Prosodyrises and falls in pitch, accents, pauses, rhythms, variadons in voice quality while a salient feature of
spoken language, is not fully represented in written language. Reporting on a said), of younger and older readers,
Chafe explores the relationship between what he calls the covert prosody of writing and the principal device that
writers use in ceder to make it at least panially overt, the devise of punctuation. October, 1987.

12. Peer Response Groups in Two Ninth-Grade Classroogn $3.50
Sarah Warshauer Freedman 29 pages

Freedmen looks at peer response groups in two ninth-grade college preparatory classrooms. Her analysis of the
students' face-to-face interactions reveals bow students approach the substance and form of their writing, self- and
other-evaluation, problem-solving, and audience awareness. October, 1987.

13. Yaisinundaridiwriabamasszlismallima $3.00
Louise M. Rosenblatt (A joint report with the Center for the Study of Reading) 20 pages

This report focuses on some epistemologically-based concepts relevant to the comparison of the reading and writing
process which Rosenblatt believes merit fuller study and application in teaching and research. January, 1988.
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14. Nadonal Surveys of Successful Teachers of Writing and Their Students; $3.50
211.U.IlildEilif40111111dALUDMAIM 49 pagesSarah Warshauer Freedman and Alex McLeod

For this study, Freedman and McLeod collected self-report survey data from saccessful elememary and secondaryteachen of writing and from a sample of secondary students in the U.K. to parallel F1eedman'.1 1987 U.S. surveydata. Based on these surveys, this report compares the teaching and learning of writing in the two countries,focusing on whatoccurs inside classrooms as writing gets taught and learned. May, 1988.

15.

Anne Haas Dyson

In this examinadco of the drawing, talkies, and writing of kindergartners, first-, and second-gradern, Dyson focuseson children's growing awmeness of texi time and space as they develop as audiats of fictional prose. This studyquestions the developmental appropriateneu of traditional assumptions about "embedded" and "disembedded"language and about "varative" and "expository" prose. May, 1988.

16. Pow the Writing Context Shapes College Students' Strategjes $3.50for Writing from Sourceg
22 pagesJennie Nelson and John R. Hayes

This study explores processes college students use to write assigned research papers. It examines the skills andassumptions that freshmen and more advanced college students bring to the tasks of selecting paper topics, findingand selecting sources of information, and developing an organizing structure and thesis for their papers. August,1988.

!3.50
36 Pages

17. Written Rhetorical Syntheses: Processes and Products $3.50Margaret Kanm
26 Pages

Addressing the ways in which college students synthesize source material when they write research papers, Kantzpresents case study analyses ci the composing processes and written products of three undergraduates, supplementedby quantitative analyses of a gray of seventeen undergraduate research papers. From this analysis, she offers atentative model of a synthesizingprocess. January, 1989.

18- KrAdIZILIILElkil:LCOMIXISinan2111.5211= $3.50Nancy Nelson Spivey and James R. King
30 pages

Extending research on writins processes as well as reading processes, this study examines the report-writing of sixth,eighth, and tenth graders, as accomplished and less accomplished readers work whit source texts and compose the irown new texts. Anslyses reveal composing patterns connected not only to grade level but a reading ability as well.Februsly, 1989.

19.
$3.00EnbJem'itic Reivling svv Wcig

16 pagesGlynda Hull and Mike Rose

This paper presents a caw study of the writing produced by a ccomunity college student, considered "at risk" of notsucceeding in school, for a basic reading and writing claw The authors reveal what writing strategies, habits, rulesand assumptions characterize the wridng skills of this underprepared student and suggest a pedagogy to move suchstudents towed more conventional discourse. May, 1989.
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20. Baltd.iiikinginillkinding From Writhl A PraidinICLECISEI $3.50
Elizabeth Sulzby, June Barnhut, and Joyce A 34 Pages
(A Pint report with the Canes for dse Study of Reading)

The authors report on a study of young children's use of five emergent forms of writingscribble, drawing, non-
phonetic letter strings, phonetic or invented spelling, end conventiceal orthography. Describing flevelopmental
patterns of writing and rereading from writing found among kindergarten children, the authors discuss ways that
children build a mpertoire of useful linguistic tools using these five focms. July, 1989.

21. Studying Cognition irt. Captext: Introduction to the Study $3.50
Linda Flower (Reading-to-Write Report 1) 42 pages

Reading-to-write is an act of critical limacy central to much of academic discourse. This project, divided into an
Exploratory Study and a Teaching Study, examizes Dv cognitive processes of reading-to-write as they are embedded
in the social context of a college course. May, 1939.

22. Promises of Coherence. Weak Coacm,..anlaignag.Drganizatigm $3.50
AaMaly.sii2Lthaaliudcaltata 35 pages
Margaret Kantz (Reading-to-Write Repe-

Analysis of students' Organizing Plans (including free response, summary, review and comment, synthesis, and
interpretation for a rhetorical purpose) also revealed a hybrid plan in which certain coherence conventions gave the
promise of synthesis while the paper's substance reflected a simpler review and comment strategy. Both students anti
teachers, it appeared, may sometimes confuse coherence strategies 'for text) with knowledge transformation strategies
(for content). May, 1989.

23.

24.

i I. .1 '4 6 oqt liA1 11

John Ackerman (Reading-to- Write Report 4)
Limra $3.50

29 pages

Any writing assignment is a negotiation between a teacher's expectations and a student's representation of the task.
Students' Self-Analysis Checklists showed a strong shift in perception for students in the experimental iraining
=edition, but a tellingly low agreement witiT judges' perceptions of the texts. May, 1989.

Victoria teitE2121MinFlifirAiglitrilfigaihnigReatlin-to-Write Repo; 5)
$3.50

39 pages

A comparison of the protocols of 36 students showed differences in ways students monitcred their comprehension,
elaborated, structured the reading and planned their texts. A study of these patterns of copition and case studies of
selected studear revealed both some. successful and some problematic strategies students brought to this reading-to-
write task. May, 1989.

25. ElatgratimilsinatEbAsialliacyd $3.50
Victoria Stein (Reading-to-Write Report 6) 24 Pages

The process of elaboration allo ved students to use prior knowledgenot only for comprehension and critical thinking,
but also for structuri4 and Owning their papers. However, much of this valuable thinking failed to be transferred
into students' papers, May , 1989.

26. ThLEffssitssiframmalizalkylrAgniAnlirame of the GaP $3.50
ikrittELE1112iLlUildiereatla 26 Pages
Wayne C. Peck (Reading-to-Write Report 7)

Students who were introduced to the options of task representation and prompted to attempt the difficult task of
"interpreting for a purpose of one's own" on revision were far more likely to change their organizing plan than
students prompted merely to revise to "make the text better." However, the protocols also revealed a significant
group of students we called "Intenders" who, for various reasons, made plans the, vere unable to translate into text.
May. 1989.
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27. Itiaalatioitcadostimitation $3.50
John Ackerman (Reading-to-WriteReport 8) 31 pages

One context for writing is the nudent's histay of schooling including high school assignments and essays. Based
on protocols, texts, Ind interviews, this report describes a set of "initial reading strategies" nearly every freshman
used to begin the talkstategies that appear to reflect their training in summariration and recitation of information.
Prom this limited and often unexamined starting point, students then had to construct a solution path which either
clung to, modified, or rejected this aibetorical initial approach to reading and writing. May, 1989.

28. ibaDilanihnik1MtbalandCating.C4MittY.LAZI $3.50
Kathleen McCormick (Reading-to-Write Report 9) 37 pages

By setting reading-to-write in a brood cultural context we explore some of the cultural imperatives that might
underlie funicular cognitive acts. Protocols and interviews suggest that three culturally-based attitudes playeda rolein this task: the desire for closure, a belief in objectivity, and a refusal to write about perceived contradictions.
May, 1989.

29.
Linda Flower (Reading-to-Write Report 10)

30.

31.

$3.50
43 pages

Entaing an academic discourse community is both a cognitive and social process guided by strategic knowledge, that
is, by the goals writers set based on their reading of the context, by the strategies they invoke, and by their
awareness of both these processes. As students move from a process based on comprehension and response to a
more fully rhetorical, constructive process, they must embed old strategies within new goals, new readings of therhetorical situation. However, for both social and cognitive reasons, this process of negotiation and change that
academic discourse communities expect may not be apparent to many students for whom this becomesa confusing
and tacit transition. May, 1989.

11, I I I Of
01. 41) :Or:

for the TeactinLamaiting
!Cathleen McCormick, editor (Reading-to-Write Repon 11)

$5.00
77 pages

One important implication of this entire study is that students themselves should come into the act of examiningtheir own reading and writing processes and becoming more aware of cognitive and cultural implications of theirchoices. This set of classroom approaches, written by teachers collaborating on a Readinn-to-Write course that grewout of this project, introduces students to ways of exploring their assumptions and alternative ways of representingaspects of the task. May, 1989.

ItallirriglEDgrallialirilitiarM12125ing
LOKIIMLn=d1..Willing
Ann M. Penrose

$3.00
18 pages

Exploring the asinmpdon that wridng is a way to learn, Penrose reports on a study of college freshman writers in
which the identin4s those features of the writing process that may influence learning. She discusses the relativeeffects of writing on different kinds of learning. May, 1989.

32. Foundadons for Creativity in the Writing Process;
Ithragrical Representations of Ill-defined Problegig
Linda 'er. Carey and Linda Flower

$3.50
30 Pages

This paper examines the composing process of expert writers working in expository genres. Taking a problem-solving paspativo, the authors address the concept of creativity in writing as it is embedded in ordinary cognitive
processes. June, 1989.
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33.

34.

.4.67 1 -4, : . 1,1,g ,61,.11 01, 1 1 : Oil 11) :

Carol Bglagillerken otter, Thomas N. Huckin, and John Ackerman

$3.50
22 Mes

The authors explore academic and professional writing as this kind of writing is ahsped by social contexts. They
examine a case-study doctoral student's writing development as, over time, he learns bow to produce the type of
academic prose valued by the professional community in whichbe is becoming a member. July, 1989.

Planning . . .

Linda Flower, Karen A. Schriver, Linda Carey, Christina Haas, and John R. Hayes
(A joint report with the Carnegie Mellon Planning Project)

This paper describes the process adult writers bring to ill-defined expository tasks, such as ivridng essays, articles,
reports, and proposals. It presents a theory of constructive planning based on a detailed analysis of expert and novice
writers and suggests goals for instruction end the support of planning. July, 1989.

$4.00
55 pages

35. adfcmirjakjnIbilwanifigligaggenenalisma $3.50
Linda Carey, Linda Flower, John R. Hayes, Karen A. Schriver, and Christina Haas 28 Pages
(A joint report with tbe Carnegie Mellon Planning Project)

This exploratory study investigates how writers represent their task to themselves before beginning to write.
Examining the writing plena of expert as well as student writers, it uncovers ways in which the type of planning
writers do and the quality of their texts correlate. July, 1989.

36. it
0/1,k lg., I. II

BsisawaunctialuzlEann
Anne Haas Dyson

111, 11.,1 pl, : 10) : I $3.50
30 pages

Based on a three-year study of writing development in an urban magnet school, this essay traces the evolution of
"once-upon-a-time" in a case-study child's classroom story writing. Dyson demonstrates how the story forms young
children leant from others are not the end products, but the catalysts, of development. July, 1989.

37. I Want to Talk to Each of Yop: Collaboration and the Teacher-Student $4.00
Wridagrathozna 56 pages
Melanie Sperling

38.

Following ethnographic procedures, Sperling examines teacher-student writing conferences in a ninth-grade Engrsh
class for six case-study students. Through discourse analysis and descriptive narrative, Sperling shows how
collaboration between teacher and student esicauages students' learning as writers. October, 1989.

-.) g I I is, . g I 1%

Karen A. Schriver $3.00
15 pages

This paper discusses the assumptions underlying empirical approaches to scholarship in rhetoric and composition.
Shrive: reviews recent criticisms of empirical scholarship and advocates a pluralism that focuses on how well
particular perspectives or medmds are used, rather than using some perspectives or methods to argue against others.
January, 1990.

39. IllaunzaiLlraisamal2Biludath_Cluillogmthailmin
Karen A. Schriver $3.50

31 pages

"Document design" is the theory and practice of creating comprehensible, usable, and persuasive texts (oral orwritten, visual or verbal) for a particular audience in business, industry, government, or education. Schriverdiscusses the evolution of document design over the past decade, identifies challenges in integrating resench withpractice, and suggests a research agenda for document design in the 1990s. January, 1990.
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40.

41.

$3.50
42 pages

To explore bow experienced writers nee both lmowledge of a specific discipline and knowledge of general rhetorical
sitills, Ackerman analyses 40 synthesis essays written by graduate students in psychology and business. He finds
that reading compebension and comporting processes are interrelated. March, 1990.

11 I .1 OA

RoadmEacusalltiatbada
Karen A. Schriver

11,1 I I II 11(6,11 %OOP! ...le 1_11 $3.50
36 pages

Noting that even experienced writers often need help in diagnosing text problems, Schriver discusses the strengths
and limitations of three methods for evaluating text quality: (1) text-focused (including cmputer-based stylistic
analysis programs), (2) west-judgment-focused, and (3) reader-focused approsches. She ccecludes that reader-focused
approsches offer the best oppcounity for detecting problems in a text. March, 1990.

42. The Word and the World: ReconceptuAGItizjant, $3.50
pr.Doltainbows Mean a Lot to Little 29 pages
Anne Haas Dyson

Arguing that current research has fragmented educators' vision of both written language and literacy development,
Dyson offers a more integrated vision that preserves the integrity of written linguage as a symbol system, suggests
five principles chazacterizing written language development that highlight the lalectical relationship between child
construction and adult guidance, and discusses implications for early literacy instruction. April, 1990.

43. 'AI sk I

Academic Wilting Tagil
Jennie Nelson

ft.
(./.0)11 $3.50

2,P, pages

This study explotes academic writing from the students' side of the desk, examining how thirteen college freshmen
interacted writing assignments in a variety of courses and how these interpretations differed from the intentions of
the instructors making the assignments. October, 1990.

Occasional Papers

1 . Ingaistlye Acts: cogniligaind the Constniction of Discourse
Linda Flower

$3.00
18 pages

This paper discusses the cognitive processes which make reading and writing constructive (and intentional) acts.
Rower elucidates a cognitive framework for understanding the acts of reading and writing, contrasting it with other
familiar framewotts from other disciplines. September, 1987.

2. EbarnaditEunctusian2 $3.00
Wallace chafe 6 pages

Based on Chafe's study of punctuation and the prosody of written language, this paper discusses ways that
punctuation reflects both a reader's and writer's "internal voice." The paper offers insights for teachersand lumers
about die assumptions that lie behind the use of punctuation in writing. November, 1987.

3. Dasing,Iglking and Writing: Rethinking Writing Development
Anne Haas Dyson

$3.50
26 Pages

Based on Dysof...'s studies of primary grade children engaged in journal writing, this paper discusses how children
move among and negotiate multiple worlds: the text world they aeate on paper, the social world that they share

1 1,1 )
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with their peen; and the wider experienced world of people, places, events and things. Children's texts thus becalm
increasingly embedded in their lives. February, 1988.

4. ThLCMISMIZISILLSMIllarjaintinfanarading $Linda Flower 21pag3.521

Based on a decade of studies of the cognitive processes =dem and expert writers reveal while composing text, this
paper discusses two interrelated concerns: how writers cane by/find/create their sense of purpose, and whether
leaden are aware of or are affected by writers' purposeful text construction. July, 1988.

5.

WilithUnaltP2adinaladdlaalbil $3.50Robert J. Tierney, Rebekah lan, Linnea Ehli, Mary K. Healy, and Mary Hurdlow 37 pages

Drawing on their teaching experience and research peapectives, the authors discuss specific classroom practices inwhich writing and reading wort together. They focus on students' social and personal growth, growth in theirlearning, development of their critical reading, and improvements in their writing and reading skills as a result ofthese practices. August, 1988.

6. Nurgdysiropwers. Expository Knowledze: Discourse as Dialectic $.0Anne DiPardo 34pag35es

DiPardo explores the schism between narrative and exposition and argues that instruction which fosters a "grandleap" away from narrative into the presumably more grown-up world of expository prose denies students thedevelopment of a complex way of knowing and seeing, robbing them of critical developmental experience withlanguage. January, 1989.

7. The Ptoblem-Solving Processes of Writers and Readers $3.50Ann S. Rosebery, Linda Flower, Beth Warren, Betsy Bowen, 30 pagesBertram C. Bruce, Margaret Kantz, and Ann M. Penrose

The authces focus on writing and reading as forms of problem solving that we shaped by conununicative purpose.They examine the kinds of problems that arise as writers and readers attempt to communicate with one anotheraswriters and readers try to write to a specific audience, for example, or as readers try to interpret an author'smeaningand the strategies they draw upon to resolve those twoblems. January, 1989.

8. Writing.micilladingiuhrSaimuutx $3.50Robert Gundlach, Marcia Farr, and Jenny Cook-Gump= 41 pages

The authors review recent scholarship on writing and reading outside of schoolthat is, in the community, both ahome and in the workplace. They explore writing and reading as social practices and cc nsider the implications ofthis social view of literacy outside of school for writing and reading instruction in school. March, 1989.

9. kidscE_FratemanaMtinglaihrgismaLEsmJames Moffett

10.

$3.00
19 pages

Moffeu discusses the transition from writing personal-experience thanes to writing formal essays. As a frameworkfor understanding this transition, he presents a schema that groups different writing types and shows theirconnections. As illustration, he includes examples of snulent writing from his anthology series Active Voices.March, 1989.

I .,m9 .11 I a 9 I I '4 IL* ;/1.0 'AV II
Carole Edelsky and Sarah Hudelson $3.00

16 pages

Because learning to write in school always happens in multiple and complex contexts, the authors argue for upper-level govenunental policies for bilingual education that are broad and nal-specific, linked to general goals, with localpolicies developed locally as the local situation dictates. June, 1989.
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11. CamidanSsantrzanalsgalluilding
Linda Flower

12.

$3.50
27 pages

In this psper, Plower posits the need for a more integrated theoretical vision to explain the interaction of context andcognition. The paper discusses ways we might build such a vision. May, 1989.
.

Nancy Ne eon Spivey $3.50
24 Pages

Coastrucdviim portrays the reader as building a mental representation from textual cues by organizing, selecting,
and connecting content. This paper reviews research on these aspects of mading and assesses the impact of
construcdvism on four readintrelated isms in the United States: readability of texts, assessment of reading abLity,
instruction in reading, and conception of literacy. June, 1989.

1 3. Must Teachers Also Be Writers? $3.00Vivian Gussin Paley
17 pages

In this paper, Paley provides examples of her classroom experiences with kindergortnon, showing how keeping adaily journal helps her to understand her students, their leonine, and her own tesching. Says Paley: "Only as we
write down our thoughts and observations may we question and argue with ourselves about the things we do andsay." September, 1989.

14.

15.

IIA .111 : I S 'A I, .5 Pit 610 9 qs 1 1. A g

EtEllaibrarsitagrghaiinig=
Margaret Kantz

$3.50
25 pages

Using a fictional college sophomore called Shirley and her essay on the Battle of Agincourt, Kantz connects recentresearch on expository writing with a discussion of common student problems in writing a term paper. Kantz&scan rhetorical strategies students can learn that will make their essays more interesting. November, 1989.

6I
Alex Moore

1wAs I 1,0 I '4 . 11,14., $3.00
18 pages

This essay recounts the experiences ofa Londeu school teacher and a fifteen-year-old immigrant Bangladeshi studentas they work together on drafts of the student's autobiography, illustrating how a sensitive teaching style cancontribute to the develogment of writing skills in students whose first language is not English. January, 1990.

16. Qin& Student Writinvo Assess and Promote JJndersandings in Science $3.00Paul Ammon and Mary Sue Ammon
6 pages

Using examples of written work from elementary and high school students, eis paper suggests that writingassignments can be a perticularly rich source of information for science teachers who wish to take their students'present understandings into accountas they plan and carry out instruction. Jantury, 190.
17. lataaliniiikfiticialiccosagmaniag.

4tuart Greene $3.00
19 pages

Greene reviews recent social theories of knowledge in composition studies and criticizes the neglect of individualcognitionof bow individuals reflect, form judgments, make choices, and constmct meaning. He calls for adialectical cognitive-social epistemic that acknowledges both social and Ideological forces as well as cognitiveprocesses in explaining how students learn to write in their chosen disciplines. January, 1990.
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18. CagnitbetharaninShitift
John R. Hayes

19.

$3.00
15 Pages

Hayes discusses daracteristics of creative people andcognitive processes involved in creative acts. He argues that
differences in people's ability to define poblems or to recognize oppornmities for creative solutions have their origin
not in innate cognitive abilities but rather in the motivation and hard work of tbe creative person. Jemmy, 1990.

$3.00Anne Haas Dyson
19 pages

Dyson offers critical reflectioes on current ways of thinking about literacy teaching and learning, arguing that we
must attend not only to the vertical "scaffolding° of young children's efforts but also to the horizontal "weaving" of
their diverse intentions and resources. To clarify both the limits of scaffolding and the complementary possibilitiesof weaving, Dyson offers a closer look at the clastroom experiences of two case-study kindergartners. July, 1990.

20. On Teaching Writitig: A Review of the Literature $3.50
Anne Haas Dyson and Sarah Warshauer Freedman

44 Pages

The teaching of writing is a complex act, both because of the complex nature of writing itself and because of the
nature of classrooms as educational settings. In this paper, Dyson and Freedman review the kinds of interrelated
research knowledge about writing that may help focus teacher observations, deepen insights, and inform the crucial
decisions teachers make about how best to support their students' efforts. (Note: For a more complete and technical
version of this literature review, see Technical Report No. 1.) July, 1990.

2' RedefiningRevisionorFyeshmen $3.00
David L. Wallace and John R. Hayes 10 pages

This study investigates the impsct of explicit instructions on the revising strategies of college freshmen. Walls..3and Hayes find that students instructed to revise globally produce better revisions than students simply asked torevise. They were able to produce a significant increase in global revision and in revision quality with just eightminutes of instruction, which allowed students to access revision skills they already possessed. July, 1990.

Journal/Newsletter: The Quarterly

The Quarterly, a joint publication of the National Writing Project and the Center for the Study of Writing, is devotedto issues in research and in practice surrounding the teaching and learning of writing. The Quartely is publishedfour times per year (Winter, Spring, Summer, and Fall). A one-year domestic subscription (four issues) is $6.00.


